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Enrollment for the fall semester reached an
all-time high according to Registrar Jon Huis-
ken.
The headcount totals 2,464 students, an in-
crease of 109 over 1979-80. The number of
full-time students compared to a year ago in-
creased from 2,067 to 2,134 and those with
part-time status from 288 to 330. The full-time
equivalency increased from 2,153 to 2,228.
It is one of the largest single year enrollment
increases in the college's histoiy. Enrollment
increased by 135 students from the 1967-68 to
1968-69 school years (1,841 to 1,976).
Hope is the fourth largest college/university
in Michigan. The college has been successful in
using its facilities to their capacity over the
years with approximately 75 percent of the
student body living in college-owned housing.
The college surpassed 1,000 students for the
first time in 1946 and went over 2,000 in 1969.
The number of students attending college
for the first time increased by only four (594 to
598) from last year, but there was a marked
increase in the number of transfer students, 89
to 135. In addition, there was a higher than
normal percentage of returning students, espe-
cially among the sophomore class.
The enrollment by class with last year's in
parentheses are: freshmen 654 (642), sopho- .
mores 682 (599), juniors 560 (576), seniors 376
(340) and special students 191 (188).
The student body is comprised of 1,251
women and 1,213 men from 43 states and 23
foreign countries.
Michigan has the largest representation
(1,796), followed by Illinois 153, New York
130, New Jersey 90, Ohio 31, Wisconsin 30,
Indiana 24, California 22, Pennsylvania 16,
and Colorado and Massachusetts 12 each.
. Foreign countries represented include.
Canada, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica, Eritrae,
Ethiopia, France, Ghana, Haiti, Hong Kong,
India, Iran, Japan, Liberia, Malaysia, Mexico,
Mozambique, Netherlands, Panama, Somalia,
Venezuela, Viet Nam and West Germany.
The length of the lumber needed to construct residence hall lofts would appear to defy the dimensions of the stairways, but freshman fim
VerMeulen (foreground) and sophomore Fred Boylen managed to get the components for their creation in place this Fall.
Tax Proposals Could Impact Education
Two of the three controversial tax-cut pro-
posals which go before Michigan voters in
November would, if passed, negatively affect
Hope College and other private institutions
of higher education in the state, according to a
statement released by the Association of Inde-
pendent Colleges and Universities in Michigan
(AICUM).
Hope students who are Michigan residents
are eligible for state-funded scholarships
and grants. These funds, according to
AICUM President John Gaffney, have enabled
Michigan families "to exercise some freedom
of choice" by making private higher education
affordable to many of those who prefer it.
During 1979-80, 798 Hope students re-
Reaching Back
Two Hope freshmen have lineages
that reach back to the beginnings of the
College: Fifth Generation student
Richard Hoekstra (left) of Kalamazoo,
Mich., son of George /. '53 and
Dorothy Moerdyk '53 Hoekstra,
grandson of William ). '13 and Cor-
nelia Leenhouts '18 Moerdyk, great-
* grandson of fames Moerdyk, Class of
1897, great-greatgrandson of Peter
Moedryk, a member of Hope College's
first graduating class in 1&66; Sixth
Generation student Kenneth J. Neevel
(right) of Wappingers Falls, N.Y., son
of James '56 and Barbara Jeffrey '56
Neevel, grandson of Alvin '26 and
Cornelia Nettinga '27 Neevel, great-
grandson of Siebe C. Nettinga '00,
great-great-grandson of fames F.
Zwemer, Class of 1870, great, great-
greatgrandson of Adrian F. Zwemer,
who graduated from the Hope
Academy in 1857 and was one of the
early ministers in the Holland colony.
Pictures of other generation students
appear on page 6.
ceived a total of $918,001 in Michigan State
scholarships and tuition grants, and 895 stu-
dents received a total of $400,548 in Michigan
Differential Grants. The total of these state
funds represents roughly one-fourth of the
scholarship and grant dollars awarded last year
to Hope students.
Particularly threatening, AICUM states, is
Proposal D, known as the Tisch Amendment.
Both public and independent higher education
sectors have taken a position against this pro-
posal which calls for a roll back in property
tax assessments to 1978 levels, with this 1978
figure then cut in half and the state given the
requirement of replacing lost local government
revenues.
"The Tisch proposal, if adopted, would be
devastating for all of Michigan's colleges and
universities," the AICUM statement reads.
"Higher education in our state as we know it
today could not survive .... For the public
colleges and universities, a doubling of exist-
ing tuition rates would be the minimal increase
necessary to keep the institutions open.
"For the private institutions it would mean a
loss of the scholarship and tuition grant fund
which enables families to exercise some
freedom of choice. The economic barriers to a
college education will become enojmous and as
a result the cost of higher education will be-
come prohibitive for many Michigan citizens."
Tisch supporters argue that similar predic-
tions of doom were put before California
voters prior to the passage of their Proposition
13 tax cut amendment, but these predictions
proved to be exaggerated. AICUM President
Gaffney acknowledges that Proposition 13 had
almost no effect on private higher education
in California.
"California, however, had a surplus of mil-
lions of dollars," Gaffney quickly adds, "while
Michigan is broke. That's a big difference."
Proposal A, to a slightly less certain degree
than Proposal D, also poses hazards for private
higher education, AICUMbelieves. Proposal A
wants to shift reliance for financing education
from the prperty tax to the income tax. AICUM
projects a 1.9 per cent increase in the income
tax in order to meet Proposal A requirements.
These additional state taxes would be earmarked
for kindergarten-12th grade education. Given
the current economic status, "other programs
would have to be reduced," says AICUM,
"possibly including grants and fellowships for
independent college and university students."
AICUM recommends Proposal C as the best
alternative for those Michigan residents who
feel that some relief from property taxes is
necessary. Proposal C, labeled by AICUM as
"a reasonable program'’ which will preserve
"essential public services,*' offers a property
tax cut averaging $350 while raising the state
sales tax from 4 cents to 5.5 cents on the dollar
on items other than food, drugs and energy-
related home utilities.
"We believe there are many ways of ad-
dressing the public grievances against the
property tax without imposing on higher edu-
cation the devastation inherent in the Tisch
Amendment ... ," reads a letter recently sent
to Michigan Governor William Milliken by
the chairmen of AICUM and the President's
Council of State Colleges and Universities.
"(Proposal C) is a reasonable program that
responds to the public desire for property tax
relief . . . and is a responsible approach which
preserves essential public services."
A total of 1,796 of this year's 2,464 Hope
students are residents of Michigan.
Two Emeriti
Professors Die
Two longtime Hope professors who are
recognized as distinguished educators in the
history of Hope College died recently.
Dwight B. Yntema '26, professor of eco-
nomics and business administration for 20
years, died on Aug. 23 in Zeeland, Mich.
Clarence Kleis '19, professor of physics for
43 years, died on Sept. 29 in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Yntema received theA.M. degree in mathe-
matics from the University of Michigan in
1927. He continued his studies in economics at
continued fsifii page 1 £
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Women's League Presents
St. Mark's Gospel Nov. 18
The Women's League for Hope College will
present Michael Tolaydo in a solo performance
of St. Mark's Gospel at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Nov.
18 in the main theatre of the DeWitt Student
and" Cultural Center.
Produced by Alec McCowen, Tolaydo is con-
tinuing the one-man show which has per-
formed in London, on Broadway, and
throughout the United States. It is based on the
second book of the New Testament in the En-
glish of the King James Version of the Bible.
Tolaydo has won wide acclaim for his por-
trayals of Hamlet, Richard II, and, most re-
Enrichment Center
Offers Workshops
Hope College in cooperation with the Life
Enrichment Center of Grand Rapids will co-
sponsor a series of one day workshops that
promote personal effectiveness and organiza-
tional productivity.
The Life Enrichment Center is a program of
the Pine Rest Christian Hospital of Grand
Rapids, Mich.
The workshops will be held in the DeWitt
Cultural Center on the Hope campus.
Workshop topics and dates are as follows:
Able Supervision (Attitudes, Behavior and
Leadership), Oct. 23; Time Management, Jan.
22 ; Understanding and Coping With Stress,
March 19; Conflict Management, May 14.
Further information and registration forms
may be obtained from Hope College Register
Jon Huisken.
cently, Orlando in As You Like It. He has the
distinction of being the first actor chosen by
McCowen to bring the Gospel to the stage.
The Oklahoma City Journal recently offered
the following review:
“The appeal of St. Mark's Gospel to one
who has heard Bible stories and the' gospels
since childhood seems to be twofold. First,
there is the delight of hearing a familiar story
well told and secondly, there is a kind of vicari-
ous charm in witnessing the actor's incredulity
at the amazing, ageless tale he is telling.
"Tolaydo gives new vigor to the story of
Salome requesting the head of John the Baptist
in return for her charms. He relates the
miracles — Jesus' feeding of the multitude with
a few loaves of bread and fishes and His walking
on water— with underplayed astonishment.
Through simple voice inflection, he illustrates
the majesty of Palm Sunday and the fury of
Jesus when he finds the temple transformed
info a marketplace.
"Nevertheless, Tolaydo, a Shakespearean
actor at Washington, D.C.'s Folger Theatre,
among others, is technically astute and suave.
He stumbles not once during the two acts he is
on stage alone and he breaks up the story
through timely pauses.
"It is unusual to hear an unembellished oral
telling of the life of Christ. There is no choir as
at the conclusion of a gospel reading in church.
There is no dramatic background music as in a
motion picture. There is simply the text of an
impressionable follower of Jesus Christ."
General admission tickets will cost $6.50. A
patron ticket which includes dinner before the
production will cost $15. Tickets may be
obtained from the Hope College Alumni
office.
President Van Wylen (left) presents on behalf of the Hope College Board of Trustees an '
, honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree to the Rev. Gordon Van Wyk during Fall Convoca-
tion. Rev. Van Wyk, a 1941 Hope graduate, was recognized for his service as a missionary for
the Reformed Church in America and his leadership in the establishment of the student
exchange program in cooperation with Meiji Gakuin University of Tokyo, Japan.
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Prof. Christopher Barney (leftj+demonstrates new physiology equipment for F. Sheldon
Wettack (center), dean for the natural and social sciences, and Prof . Donald L. Cronkite.
Physiographs Aid Pre-meds
Hope biology students are benefiting from
the recent purchase of six modem 3-channel
recording physiographs.
The physiographs were purchased through
gifts totaling $10,000 from Hope alumni in the
medical profession and a grant of $15,000 from
the National Science Foundation.
The equipment represents the first phase of
the College's effort to upgrade the physiology
portion of the biology curriculum. Additional
funding is being sought for the accessories
jjecessary to perform complete physiological
studies at the organismal and^cellular levels.
When the full complement of equipment is
acquired, Hope students will study physiology
with state-of-the-art equipment and at a level
equal to other areas of the college's science
program, according to F. Sheldon Wettack,
dean for the natural and social sciences.
The physiographs will be used primarily in
the senior level physiology course and in the
physiology section of the introductory biology
course. The equipment will also be used by
students in toxicology, research and indepen-
dent study.
The physiographs will have a significant im-
pact in strengthening an already natiOnally-
recognized pre-medical program, according to
Dr. Wettack.
Over the past five years, 89 % of Hope appli-
cants to medical schools with a grade point
average of 3.4 or better were admitted. The
overall acceptance of Hope pre-med graduates
in the same time period was 61 % , almost twice
the national average. Jn the past five years, 9
out of 10 of the College's pre-dental students
were accepted in professional schools.
Hope is also pleased to have Dr. Christopher
Barney joining its science faculty this fall. Dr.
Barney received his Ph.D. from Indiana Uni-
versity and has done post-doctoral work at the
University of Florida School of Medicine. Prof.
Barney will be developing the laboratory exer-
cises that utilize the new physiographs. '
Wondering about Hope ?
News from Hope College strives to be informative and to keep readers abreast of what's
happening at Hope College. At the same time, we realize that we aren't answering all
your questions — we realize that there are probably many things you've always wanted
to know about Hope but didn't know whom to ask.
As a service to our readers; this issue introduces a new column, "Wondering About
Hope." This column is intended to provide a vehicle by which your questions are
answered. The column will follow the familiar newspaper "action line" format — you
are required to provide your name and address when you send in a question, but this
personal information will not be printed.
The editor reserves the right to select and edit questions for publication. Although all
the questions we receive may not be published, you will receive an answer by letter to
each of your queries.
Your questions about Hope should be sent to Wondering About Hope, Office of
Information Services, Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423. Remember, your name and
address must be included.
Q. I see that one of my classmates, Gordon Van Wyk, received an honorary degree from
Hope this fall. How many people have received honorary degrees? Who decides on the
recipients?
A. A total of 305 people have received honorary degrees from Hope, with the first such degrees
awarded in 1867, just one year after the College was chartered. Of. this figure, approximately 3%
have been women. Among the foreign recipients have been citizens of the Netherlands, Lebanon,
Kqrea and Ghana. The list includes notables such as U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt, Queen
Juliana of the Netherlands, astronaut Colonel Frank Borman, heart transplant surgeon Dr.
Christiaan Barnard, Michigan Governor William Milliken and Burr Tillstrom, creator of Kukla,
Fran andOllie. Incidentally, Gordon Van Wyk's brother, Judson, received an honorary degree in
1976.
The Board of Trustees decides upon and confers honorary degrees. This must be done by
specific action on each nominee — the College does not have the Board's blanket approval to award
degrees to whomever it deems worthy. A special committee of the Board researches individuals
who are considered potential recipients of the honor, and then makes a recommendation to the
Board as a whole.
The following degrees have been awarded: Doctor of Laws (LL.D., purple hood). Doctor of
Divinity (D.D., scarlet hood). Doctor of Humane Letters (L.H.D., white hood), Doctor of
Science (D. Sc., yellow hood), Doctor of Literature (Lit! D, dark blue hood) and Doctor of Letters
(Litt. D., white hood).
Although the awarding of an honorary degree affords the right to wear a doctoral gown and use








Fashion takes a backward look each fall on
the Hope campus as members of the faculty
don academic regalia for the convocatioamark-
ing the beginning of the academic year. Paris
has nothing to say about these designs which
(to the great discomfort of many at spring
commencement exercises) know no season.
The academic garb of today had its origins in
the Middle Ages when a warm gown and hood
were appreciated by scholars who had to put up
with unheated quarters. Moreover, the gown
helped set students apart from other citizens,
in much the same way that emblem teeshirts
and sweatshirts do today.
In America, students and professors wore
caps and gowns daily until after the Civil War.
In 1894 the American Intercollegiate Commis-
sion standardized the design. For many years,
all gowns were black with only the color of the
hood's lining indicating the university. More
recently, however, some American universi-
ties have returned to more distinctively colored
robes.
A professor's gown tells more about him or
her than one might expect. If it has long,
pointed, closed sleeves (which make great poc-
kets, initiates claim), it's a master's gown. If it
has three velvet bands around each sleeve above
the elbow, it's a doctoral gown. If it's unusu-
ally ornate, like the gowns of history profes-
sors Paul Fried and Michael Petrovich, the de-
gree was probably earned at a European uni-
versity. Gowns that are traditional in design
but brightly colored often indicate that the de-
gree came from one of the U.S.'s Eastern
schools. (Professor of Religion Elton Bruins
wore drab black for 25 years. Recently his wife
presented him with a new purple robe [New
York University ] that carves out its own niche
in any academic crowd.)
While the color lining the hood (worn, inci-
dentally draped about the neck) indicates the
university from which the degree was earned,
the color edging the hood indicates one's
academic discipline. Among the degree colors
seen in a Hope academic procession are:
white — arts, letters and humanities
scarlet — theology
dark blue— philosophy




drab brown — business
sage green — physical education
While new synthetic fabrics offer the look of
silk and the ease of being wrinkle-free. Just as education does not come cheaply
academic gowns are still not especially com- these days, neither does academic garb, with
fortable nor easy to get into. (Provost David complete doctoral costumes ranging from ap-
Marker confesses that it's the only item in his proximately $350 up to almost $500, depend-
wardrobe that he can't manage on his own.) ing on one's choice of fabric.
Yet for the most part, Hope faculty seem to And unfortunately, as one young faculty
regard academic regalia as more than bother- member laments, unlike other dated fashions,
some froufrou. All the colors and pageantry of it's not the sort of item you're likely to pick up
an academic procession provide a kind of cele- at a garage sale,














Admissions Visitation Day for Prospective Students
Great Performance Series presents the National Chinese Opera Theatre.
Company, Holland Civic Center









11 a.m. Morning Worship with combined Chapel Choir and Alumni Chapel
Choir singing anthem, Dimnent Chapel
4 p.m. Faculty Chamber Music Concert, Wichers Auditorium
The following sororities and fraternities will be hosting events during Homecoming Weekend
For further information, please contact the following persons.
Alpha Gamma Phi: — Deb Blair, 137 East 9th St. Holland
Kappi Delta Chi : — Karen Heikema, Gilmore 310
Delta Phi : — Lori Fox, Brumler #8
Sigma Sigma : — Barb Tacoma, Oggel 2
Sigma Iota Beta: — Kay Neevel, 141 East 9th St., Holland
Chi Phi Sigma:— Ron Schut, Arcadian
Alpha Theta Chi:— Doug Deuitch, 94 West 11th St., Holland
Phi Kappa Alpha : — Joel Russcher, Cosmopolitan House
Phi Tau Nu: — Glenn Caudill, Emersonian House
Omicron Kappa Epsilon: — Chris Joseph, 418 Central Ave., Holland
Kappa Eta Nu: — Kevin Watson, Columbia Apt. #1
Alpha Phi Omega : — Dan Wolf, Parkview Apt. # A-6
Saturday, October 25
Reunions for Classes of 1970 and 1975
10:30 a.m. Field Hockey versus Grand Valley, Van Raalte Field
Cross Country versus Albion, Holland Country Club
H-Club Luncheon, Lincoln School
H-Club Wives Luncheon, Phelps Hall
Football versus Albion, Municipal Stadium
Cider, Donuts and entertainment by Hope Jazz Band, Smallenburg Park
Homecoming Buffet, Phelps Hall
Hope College Theatre presents “The Real Inspector Hound," DeWitt Center















Guest Recital: Susan Tyrell, contralto; Wichers Aud., 8 p.m.
Workshop: Susan Tyrell, contralto; Wichers Aud., 3:30 p.m.
Music Department Student Recital; Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.
Workshop: Eclectricity — Balkan Folk Music; Wichers Aud., 7 p.m.
Guest Recital: Eclectricity — Folk Music Artists; Wichers Aud., 8 p.m.
Theatre Production: "The Real Inspector Hound", DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
Guest Recital: Mark Hulsebos, saxophonist & Kenneth Volkers, pianist; Wichers
Aud., 4 p.m.
Theatre Production: "The Real Inspector Hound", DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
National Chinese Opera Theatre, Holland Civic Center, 8 p.m.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Aud., 4 p.m.
Workshop: Marya Martin, flutist. Young Concert Artist; Wichers Aud., 3:30 p.m.
Marya Martin, flutist. Young Concert Artist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.















Workshop: Andre Aerne, tenor; Wichers Aud., 3:30 p.m.
Music Department Student Recital; Wichers Aud., 7 p.m.
Hope College Orchestra Concert; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Guest Recital: Andre Aerne, tenor & Charles Aschbrenner, pianist, Schubert’s
"Die Winterreise," Wichers Aud., 4 p.m.
Workshop: Lynn Chang, violinist; Wichers Aud., 3:30 p.m.
Lynn Chang, violinist. Young Concert Artist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.












Workshop: Easley Blackwood, pianist; Wichers Aud., 10 a.m.
Chapel Choir & Symphonette Concert; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Waverly Consort "Le Roman de Fauvel"; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Theatre Production: "Christmas Carol"; DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
Christmas Vespers; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Christmas Vespers; Dimnent Chapel, 2, 4:30 & 8 p.m.
Theatre Production: "Christmas Carol"; DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
Music Department Student Recital; Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.




Who visits Lynn Raffety at the Academic
Skills Center?
— A frosh who just got back that first paper
written for English 113 and realizes that it's not
exactly the sort of thing to send home to Mom
and Dad..
— A senior who wants her final Senior
Seminar paper to be an A instead of the Bs she's
been getting all semester.
— A frosh who's been admitted to Hope
under the FOCUS program, which is designed
for students who have not achieved adequately
in high school to warrant admission on a regu-
lar basis, but whose overall record nonetheless
implies ability. (These FOCUS students are the
only ones required to visit the Academic Skills
Center on a regular basis. While a professor
may highly recommend the Center to other
students, they come on a purely volunteer
basis.)
— A junior who vowed all summer that this
year was going to be different, that this year he
was really going to stay on top of things and
learn some better study habits.
For whatever reason. Academic Skills
Center Director Raffety has become a busy
person. A few weeks into the year students,
armed with their own particular problems,
begin to drift into the Center (located in the
basement of Van Zoeren Library). Assistance
is available on an informal, one-time-only,
drop-in basis or through an individualized pro-
gram of skills improvement which calls for a
regular schedule of visits.
Although the Center offers a full range of
services to improve writing, reading and study
skills, by far the bulk of Raffety's time is spent
addressing writing problems.
A former Hope English major, Raffety
avoids involving herself in the "Why can't
Johnny write the way he used to?" debate. For
one thing, because she is a recent graduate
(Class of 1977), she says she has no real
perspective on the issue — she simply doesn't
know if students were once better writers than
they are today. Secondly, her work is not con-
cerned with assessing student- wide trends:
The Center's concern is dealing with the prob-
lems at hand, with helping individuals over-
come their demonstrated writing handicaps.
This individualized approach offers maximum
benefits to the student. Moreover, the im-
mediacy and one-to-one approach are aspects
of the job that Raffety likes best. "What I enjoy
about my work is the fact that I can take the
student right where he or she is," she says with
a characteristic non-imposing and yet unmis-
takably genial manner.
Raffety's history with the Center certainly
indicates growth. She began there during her
senior year, as a student assistant. In 1977 she
became the director, then a part-time position .
The following year, the directorship became a
fulltime job and Raffety now employs several
student assistants to help ease her load, as well
as to afford them practical experience.
Besides the interest of working closely with
people (and this after some time at the easily
tedious job of proofreading for a major man-
ufacturing corporation), Raffety never finds
her work boring because she reads countless
student papers on a wide variety of topics,
resulting in the continual acquisition of smat-
terings of new information.
The Center is a bright, comfortable room
decorated with motivating posters, like "The
way to get anywhere is to start from where you
are." Just inside the door is a coffee corner
where Raffety often greets students visitors for
a short chat which, she says, seems to help
establish a trust that pays off later in a better
working relationship. The room is well-
stocked with writing and study manuals of all
of running the Center; when students come in
to work, it's elbow-to-qlbow at a table.
There's no hauteur in Raffety's approach to
students' writing problems, and part of the
reason is that all through high school she dis-
liked writing papers and was not particularly
good at it until she came to Hope. Raffety
credits her transformation to Hope Associate
Professor of English Nancy Taylor ("She
taught me to organize, and was so rewarding
and at the same time so demanding") and the
English 113 program for freshmen, wliich re-
quires a heavy dose of writing short papers on
topics in which the student has interest. Talk-
ing with her now, it's obvious that Raffety
hopes to be instrumental in helping students
catch an "I-can-write-well-and-enjoy-it-too"
spark in much the same way that she did as an
undergraduate.
Surprisingly enough (and happily too, from
Raffety's vantage) , helping students write bet-
ter papers is almost always more than tutoring
them in grammar and construction.
"I believe that often I'm helping students to
think as much as to write," she says. "Good
writing depends on good logic, organization
and thinking things through completely. A
good paper is the good presentation of an idea. "
Content, then, is the top item on Raffety's
checklist. "You simply can't teach a student to
write a correct sentence if that sentence is about
nothing. The student must be saying some-
thing that is worth being said."
Development and organization follow
closely as priorities, with mechanics third on
the list. Finally, when all the other objectives
have been met, Raffety works at developing
that quality which distinguishes good writers
from very good writers — personal style.
All of this teaching is never accomplished via
Raffety's own assignments. The starting point
is always a yet-to-be-tumed-in paper or one
that's already been graded.
"The student's time is the main reason we
always use his or her own assignments," Raf-
fety explains. "Hope is a demanding school,
and students simply don't have time to do exer-
cises for me on top of their other work."
While most students make use of the Center
only occasionally, some visit more regularly
(in rare cases, over the span of years). These
students afford Raffety a special sense of satis-
faction. It's nice, she notes, to see them in-
volved on campus and know they're succeeding
despite initial deficiencies. The Center keeps no
semester-to-semester records on students'
grades, but Raffety believes it's safe to say that
the grades of most "regulars" go up. The
majority of those who visit the Center are
C-or-below students at the time of contact.
One of Raffety's interests is in psychology.
Interestingly enough, she sees a connection
"A big part of my enjoyment of my work
stems from the fact that it provides me with a
way of getting at how people think, of gaining a
better understanding of the way the mind con-
nects things. If I ever return to school to earn a
master's degree, I think it will be in counseling
rather than English."
Away from campus, Raffety is a volunteer
for the Ottawa County Department of Mental
Health and she has been active in a Holland
community theatre group. She also belongs to
a local Bible study group. This year she hopes
to conduct more evening, in-dorm workshops
for improving study and test-taking habits.
Obviously, Raffety's commitment to her
work is strong. She believes that academic
skills can be learned, that "back to the books"
each fall doesn't inevitably have to put some
students' backs to the wall. She sees the acquis-
ition of writing skills, in particular, as vital for
survival in college as well as one's eventual
profession. Another of her firm beliefs is that
each student who comes to the Center has some
strengths to balance his or her weaknesses. She
always tries to discover these strengths, be-
cause too often, she says, students with weak-
nesses come to regard themselves as total fail-
ures.
One of her favorite stories involves a student
who was always overwhelmed by numerous
red marks on his papers. One day he came
storming into the Center, a just-returned
paper in fist, in a complete dither because of a
heavy scattering of red all over his latest writ-
ing effort. Raffety calmly suggested they sit
down and begin to go over the paper together.
Much to the student's surprise, nearly all



















DISCOVERING ALL THE CHANGES ON CAMPUS SINCE THE DAYS of their parents and
grandparents are Hope's 1980 Third Generation students.
Roiol: Sonia Van Eyl of Holland Mich., daughter of F. Phillip '55 and Miriam Gemmill'53 Van
Eyl, granddaughter of Harold Gemmill' 56; Kathy Timmerman of Hudsonville , Mich, daughter
of Arlene Shoemaker '52 Timmerman, granddaughter of John Shoemaker '02: Stephanie Ver
CAMPUS COUSINS: Seven first-cousins are Hopeites this year. What's more, their parents
are all alumni.
Cathy Schroeder '84 and Cindy Schroeder '81, daughters of Carl '53 and Lucille VanHeest '55
Schroeder of Grand Rapids, Mich.; Paul VanHeest '82, son of Neil '52 and Mary Lou Richards
'54 VanHeest of Sheboygan Wis.; Linda Bechtel '84, daughter of Owen '57 and Harriet
VanHeest '60 Bechtel of Crestwood, III.: Jocelyn VanHeest '81, daughter of Gerard '49 and
Eloise Hinkamp '51 VanHeest of Holland, Mich.; and Bonnie DeYoung '82, daughter of Don '52
and Jacqueline VanHeest '52 DeYoung of Kalamazoo, Mich.
Missing from the picture is Ron Bechtel '82, son of Owen '57 and Harriet VanHeest '60 Bechtel
who is studying abroad in Germany.
Beek of Grand Rapids, Mich., daughter of Carl '59 and Sandra Dressel '59 Ver Beek,
granddaughter of John '26 and Irene Haan (Prep School) Ver Beek and of Otto Max Dressel '32;
Jane Bursma of Sudbury, Conn., daughter of Albert '59 and Phyllis Brink '58 Bursma,
granddaughter of John Brink, Jr. '30; Julie Ritsema of Holland, Mich., daughter of Robert '57
and Mary Alice Ferguson '57 Ritsema, granddaughter of Hazel Lokker '27 Ferguson: Janet
Meyer of Douglaston, N.Y., daughter of John H. '59 and Katherine Ashe '61 Meyer,
granddaughter of Cornelius '32 and Laurena Hollebrands '32 Meyer;
Row2: Karen Tysse of Holland, Mich., daughter of John P. '60 and Patricia Derks '63 Tysse,
granddaughter of John W. Tysse '34 and of Albertus Derks '26; Greg Hondorp of San Jose,
Calif., son of Gordon Ray '57 and Mary Lou Van Es '57 Hondorp, grandson of Peter '27 and
Henrietta Byers'27 Van Es; Chi Soeter o/Green Bay, Wis., daughter of John ’57 and Marianne
Hageman ’58 Soet.er, granddaughter of John J. $oeter '27; Mary Beth Braun of Ionia, Mich.,
daughter of Carol Northcott '52 Braun, granddaughter of Harriet Vanderbush '26 Northcott;
Cathy Schroeder of Grand Rapids, Mich., daughter of Carl '53 and Lucille Van Heest '55
Schroeder, granddaughter of Carl J. Schroeder '20;
Row 3; Kurtis Van Koevering of Zeeland, Mich., son of Paul Van Koevering '57, grandson of
Rose Van Anrooy '25 Van Koevering; Michael Bast of Grand Rapids, Mich., son of Robert '58
and Janet Wessels '59 Bast, grandson of Henry Bast '30; Mark Nagelvoort of Wyckoff, N.J.,son
of Terry '64 and Mary Van Horn '64 Nagelvoort, grandson of John Van Harn '35; William
Bryson of Spring Lake, Mich., son of John G. '60 and Claire Trembath '62 Bryson, great-
grandson of Klaus Dykema, class of 1894; Carol Pyle of Sheboygan Falls, Wis., daughter of
Wendell Pyle '50 and Alice Molenaar '49 Pyle, granddaughter of William Pyle '21;
Not pictured are: Kim Roundhouse of Midland, Mich., daughter of John Roundhouse '54,
granddaughter of Alberta Kingma '31 Benes; David Stegink of Grand Haven, Mich., son of
Gordon '61 and Barbara Amos '61 Stegink, grandson of Frieda VantHooft '38 Stegink; David
Van Dyk of Battle Creek, Mich., son of Harold Van Dyke '45, grandson of Arie Van Dyk '18.
Row 1: Pete Dykema of Spring Lake Mich., son of Alan H. '55 and Mary Jane Adams '56
Dykema, grandson of Edna Reevers '25 Adams, great-grandson of Andrew Reeverts, Class of
1892; Rhonda Hermance of Schenectady , N.Y., daughter of Myron '50 and Alicia Van Zoeren
'51 Hermance, granddaughter of Raymond '25 and Alice Scholten '25 Van Zoeren, great-
granddaughter of Dirk Scholten, Class of 1883;
Row 2: Margaret Lubbers of Saybrook, Conn., daughter of Thomas '59 and Judith Tysse '60
Lubbers, granddaughter of James W. '34 and Arloa Van Peursem '33 Tysse, great-
granddaughter of Gerrit Tysse '26 and of John Van Peursem '02; Janet Hoffman of Walden,
N.Y., daughter of William '59 and Mary Jane Oosting ‘59 Hoffman, granddaughter of Melvin
'31 and Julia Mae Van Oss '30 Costing, great-granddaughter of Jeanette Vander Beldt Van Oss,
Class of 1899; Elizabeth Anne Davis of Pekin, III., daughter of Marjorie Fenton '51 Davis,
Meet Our Reps
This is a busy time for college admissions counselors as they fan
out across the country visiting high school students and their parents. In this
and subsequent issues of News from Hope College we would like to introduce
our admissions personnel who are responsible for recruiting in various parts
of the country. If you live in their recruiting area, please feel free to contact
them directly or write to them in care of the Admissions Office, Hope College,
Holland, MI 49423.
JANET BAIRD '58 WEISIGER
Eastern Representative
RECRUITING AREA: New Jersey,
'Connecticut, Long Island, N.Y., Rock-
land & Westchester Counties, N.Y.
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA: Admissions
work does require a great amount of
travel. But that's nothing new for Janet
who was on the road extensively as the
vocal half of the sacred musical team of
"Janet and Jane." In 1977, because of
her service to God through her ministry
of music, Janet was named one of the
College's Outstanding Alumna.
Janet, whose husband Dick is also a Hope
graduate, resides in New Jersey with
four teenage children. Their eldest
child, Glenn, is a freshman at Hope Col-
lege this year and has gone out for the
annual tug-of-war. The Pull. Hence,
Janet can give you straight answers not
only as a professional recruiter but as a




CHRISTINE MARCH KAZEN '69
Eastern Representative
RECRUITING AREA: New York State
(north of Rockland & Westchester coun-
ties), Massachusetts
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA: Cooking,
needlework, reading, and politics are all
interests and hobbies of Chris. But don't
let the word "hobby" fool you : she does
them all with the greatest enthusiasm
and skill. Chris excells in Italian cooking
while contemporary novels are her fa-
vorite books.
Chris's husband, Don, is a 1970 graduate
of Hope and he now serves as pastor at
the Lisha's Kill Reformed Church in
Schenectady, New York. Chris is a
trained leader in the Bethel Bible Series





Gavel-toGavel Hot Air Balloon
by James M. Zoetewey
Entertainment critic Gary Deeb re-
cently assessed the 1980 Republican and
Democratic conventions as "enormous
hot-air balloons unworthy of gavel-to-
gavel coverage by all three giant TV net-
works." Columnist James Kilpatrick
echoed Deeb's remarks by labelling these
quadrennial rituals as "degrading
dumbshows" full of half truths and whole
lies, flatulent and vainglorious oratory,
bombast, hot air, sham, pettiness, and
endless banalities.
The uncomplimentary assessments of
these critics were seldom echoed by eight
Hope College students* during their week
at the Republican National Convention in
Detroit. The Hope students were in De-
troit as members of my Republican Con-
vention course. These students were the _
fourth group of Hope students since 1968
to observe a national party convention.
The aim of the 1980 Republican Conven-
tion course and of past-courses was to
study the fundamental features of the .
U.S. presidential nominating process.
Students in the course were expected to
make every effort to contact political party
leaders in order to find out how to be
elected as a delegate to Republican county,
district, state, and national conventions.
Party leaders were also to be the contact
points for information about guest passes
for the state delegation caucus meetings, -
guest passes for the national convention
sessions, housing, press passes, intern-
ship opportunities, and transportation
passes. Students were expected to read
widely in order to prepare for the course
and to submit book reviews to tfie instruc-
tor on political parties, the mass media,
the presidential campaign, and the presi-
dential nomination and election system.
Every student was also required to submit
a journal shortly after the conclusion of
the course that detailed his/her convention
experiences, that summarized his/her per-
sonal interviews with delegates and alter-
nates, media representatives, pafty lead-
ers, Reagan/Bush operatives, and
Republican-affiliated group representa- .
lives, and that evaluated the presidential
nominating process. »
The Hope group stayed in the Detroit
area from Saturday, July 12, through Fri-
day, July 18. Cheap housing ($24.00 per
person for the week) was secured at the
University of Windsor. Though none of
the group members was elected as a dele-
gate to the national convention, access to
all convention sessions in Joe Louis Au-
ditorium was assured through guest
•Robin Best '81, Oakland, N.J., George Harper '82,
Kalamazoo, Mich., Alice Melat '81, Goodells, Mich., Mike
Norris '80, Dearborn, Mich., Bruce Osbeck '80, Ravenna,
Mich., Richard Kennedy '83. Grand Rapids, Mich., Fannie
Hitt ’82, Jackson, Mich., and John Weiss '82, Holland,
Mich.
1WJh)
Dr. Zoetewey is as-
sociate professor of
political science and
chairperson of the de-
partment, having
joined the Hope fa-
culty in 1966. He is a
graduate of Calvin
College and holds the
M.A. and Ph.D. de-
passes from the Michigan delegation and
special Youth for Reagan passes. During
the course of the convention week, all of
the students secured entrance to the nor-
mally sacrosanct convention floor, ob-
served several state caucus meetings, lis-
tened to defeated 1980 presidential candi-
dates and potential 1980 vice-presidential
nominees speak to Youth for Reagan
meetings, viewed press conferences with
party leaders, participated in College Re-
publican meetings, viewed convention
Rules Committee sessions, and inter-
viewed many delegates, party leaders, and
media representatives.
The convention theme of the Detroit
Civic Host Committee, "Detroit Loves a
Good Party," was abundantly evident.
Freeway billboards welcomed delegates
and alternates. Many gaily-colored ban-
ners decorated flag poles and street lights
in the convention area. Daily concerts by
varying local and national entertainers,
moderately priced exotic foods at the
Ethnic Festival in Hart Plaza, omnipresent
political button and souvenir hawkers,
Betty Boop for President activists, odd
characters, fireworks displays, and a boat
parade on the Detroit River helped to pro-
vide the "party" atmosphere and interest-
ing diversions for course participants.
Course participants learned, however,
that serious concerns are also prevalent at
a national convention. First, the national
convention is the culmination of more
than 36 months of preparation by the Re-
publican National Committee. The Na-
tional Committee selected the site of the
convention, chose the temporary officers
of the convention, and arranged for hous-
ing, transportation, badges, passes, secu-
rity, hotel headquarters for candidates and
party leaders, and credentials for 3800
delegates and alternates, 15,000 guests,
and 10,000 media representatives. The
National Committee also laid the foun-
convention committees in Detroit — the
Platform, Rules, Credentials,'and Perma-
nent Organization committees. Second,
the national convention is the culmination
of the nomination process. Eight candi-
dates had announced and withdrawn their
candidacies during the two years before
the convention. Thirty-seven state presi-
dential primaries and 23 state nominating
conventions gave party voters and ac-
tivists an opportunity to select national
convention delegates and to- indicate pres-
idential preferences during the six months i
preceding the convention. Although a
first-ballot presidential nomination was a
certainty for Ronald Reagan, the vice-
presidential choice was uncertain. The
brief vice-presidential boomlet for Gerald
Ford and Reagan's tradition-breaking ap-
pearance in the convention hall On the
night of his nomination to announce his
vice-presidential selection added suspense
to the proceedings. Third, the convention
provides a basis for discussion of issues
during the campaign. The Platform
Committee of the GOP convention met
for five days preceding and one day during
the convention to finalize the platform
contents. Many of the platform planks
were glittering generalities, overblown
assertions of Republican party successes,
and overly simplified critiques of Demo-
cratic failures. The platform, however,
also included many specific planks that
varied significantly from the Democratic
platform. Supporters of the Equal Rights
Amendment, abortion, arms control, and
the 55 miles per hour speed limit will find
distasteful statements in the Republican
platform. Fourth, the national convention
carries out a significant party governing
role. Rules to govern the party for the
next four years were determined in De-
troit. The Republican National Commit-
tee members were formally elected by the
convention. Representation for new
established. Fifth, the national conven-
tion provides an opportunity for a party
unity rally. That function was definitely
present in Detroit this summer. Delegates
frequently spoke of Reagan's flexibility, a
definite contrast to the more unyielding
purism of Barry Goldwater in 1964. The
possible choice of Gerald Ford and the ac-
tual choice of George Bush for Vice Presi-
dent were cited as evidences of flexibility.
Moderate Republicans were more en-
thusiastic in their endorsements of the
Reagan-Bush ticket and in their willing-
ness to work diligently for a Republican
victory in November. Sixth, the presence
and role of the mass media could not be
ignored in Detroit. Over 10,000 represen-
tatives of radio, TV, and newspapers were
present. Television crews and reporters
were constantly visible not only in the
convention hall, but also in state delega-
tion and candidate headquarters. Republi-
can convention personnel orchestrated the
schedule so that Donnie and Marie Os-
mond, Gerald Ford, Guy Vander Jagt,
George Bush, and Ronald Reagan ap-
peared in prime time.
Student assessments of the course were
uniformly enthusiastic. For a change,
textbook theory was challenged, affirmed,
and confronted with on-the-scene experi-
ence. To be sure, assessments of the presi-
dential nominating process were not con-
sistently supportive. Recommendations
for fewer primaries, regional primaries,
shorter delegate selection periods, shorter
convention sessions, fewer unnecessary
convention speeches, and significant reas-
sessments of the presidential nominating
process did appear in several student jour-
nals. Concerns about the impact of the
mass media were also expressed. Students
stated that they found it difficult to main-
tain an open mind during the convention.
Speeches, press conferences, rallies, cau-
cuses,' and meetings were constantly
glorifying Ronald Reagan and the Repub-
lican party. Most of the Hope students
were ready to compare and contrast the
two parties as they viewed the Democratic
National Convention on television.
To summarize, the Republican Conven-
tion week for the Hope students and their
mentor was stimulating, exciting, busy,
and enjoyably tiring. The home TV
viewer, however, may have had mixed
feelings. The convention does fulfill a
number of significant functions for the
political party. These may not be easily
visible to those who observe the conven-
tion sessions at home. As I watched the
Democratic convention, the stars of the
convention occasionally included a Ken-
nedy, Udall, or Carter, but more consis-
tently centered on a Chancellor, Brinkley,
Cronkite, Rather, Reynolds, and other
media representatives. 1984 may bring
even more emphasis on short convention
wrapup programs and occasional switches
from the usual summer TV fare to the
important speeches by keynoters, vice-
presidential nominees, and presidential
nominees. This may be a boon for many
television viewers, but it could also fur-
ther weaken the influence of political par-
ties. I would prefer a happy medium be-
tween gavel-to-gavel coverage and short
wrapup sessions. Better yet, I would pre-










The Rev. Robert H. Schuller '47 is of the
opinion that people who live in glass churches
shouldn't have stones thrown at them.
At the same time, the founder and senior
pastor of Southern California's well-known
Garden Grove Community Church is ready to
fend off criticism aimed at his $20 million
Crystal Cathedral, a 12-story, star-shaped
structure of glass and mirrors designed by
noted architect ghilip Johnson.
"1 had a private prayer with God," Schuller
says. "I said: 'God, if you want it built, provide
the cash and I'll take the criticism.' "
In contrast to detractors who describe the
cathedral (which opened mortgage-free on
Sept. 14) as extravagant, Schuller says it is "a
glorious monument in society" which is help-
ing people feel better about themselves. More-
over, Schuller, who is a fellow in the American
Institute of Architecture and a self-developed
aesthete, says the Crystal Cathedral is "archi-
tecture that qualifies as lasting art" because at
no time — from drawing board to the washing
of its 10,600 windows — was the project sac-
rificed to what he terms "the altar of medioc-
rity." Because of his important role in bringing
the Crystal Cathedral into being, Schuller
has earned a new label: West Coast magazine,
among others, has described him as one of
America's greatest contemporary patrons of
the arts. Schuller clearly sees it as a well de-
served title.
"No student of art is a critic of the Crystal
Cathedral. No student of good architecture
criticizes' the Crystal Cathedral," he states.
I believe in the Bible,
but if people want
Bible preaching,
they can get it elsewhere.
"The only people who criticize the Crystal
Cathedral are people not committed to great art
and architecture, but committed to — and deep-
ly motivated by — mediocrity."
As further defense', the 53-year-old
superstar of television religion, who began his .
California ministry 25 years ago atop the tar-
paper roof of a drive-in movie snack bar, says
that because of the cathedral's expected longev-
ity (he sees it as a legacy for ages to come, as
Europe's great cathedrals have been), it is rep-
resentative of good stewardship and good busi-
ness, two concepts which in Schuller's mind
appear to be closely aligned.
To the charge that the cathedral's $20 mil-
lion price tag is hard to balance with Christiani-
ty's basic mandate of caring for the downtrod-
den, Schuller counters that the new building
will help do just that — eventually.
"I'm not a socialist," he says. "I never
learned to be a socialist at Hope College. If I
were a socialist, I would say, 'Let's take all the
money and feed the poor.' But if I did that,
then I would be one of them — then I would be
poor. What we need in the world is not the
distribution of wealth, but the generation of
new wealth."
Schuller says that because the $20 million
invested into the cathedral is "utilizing
dynamic, creative, capitalistic principles," it
Robert Schuller:
ii
Crystal Persua^ by Eileen Beyer •• •
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The only people who criticize the Crystal Cathedral are people
not committed to great art and architecture
but committed to — and deeply motivated by — mediocrity.
will create new wealth — probably up to $2 bil-
lion for missionary work in the next 20 years.
At least, that's the goal Schuller has set.
If several billion dollars within two decades
seems an extraordinary goal, one must re-
member that it has been set by a man who
believes that mountains can and should be
moved. "Nofhing is impossible if you believe
in yourself," he repeatedly instructs. That
phrase is but one of the memorable and easy-
to-grab-hold-of handles which distinguish his
astonishingly successful ministry and provide
the backbone of his "possibility thinking" ap-
proach to life and its more recently evolved
theological counterpoint, the systematic theol-
ogy of self-esteem. (Originally, Schuller used
the term "self-love," but he says people proved
made a more palatable substitution.)
Both possibility thinking and Schuller's
theology of self-esteem purport that man-
kind's biggest bugaboo-is self-doubt . Although
he repeatedly pigeonholes himself as a Cal-
vinist and a purveyor of classical Reformed
theology (albeit "purged of the negative and
put in the positive"), Schuller's pulpit style has
made many a Dutch dominie shudder. For one
thing, he rarely mentions sin. People, he says,
already know they're sinful; they're looking to
be uplifted, not put down. Secondly, he steers
away from talk of social issues; he says he
believes it's unethical for a minister to talk
about such things from the pulpit, since there
is no opportunity for listeners of opposing
views to also air their thoughts. And biblical
the Bible down people's throats," he was re-
cently quoted as saying. "I believe in the Bible,
but if people want Bible preaching, they can get
it elsewhere."
If all of that doesn't sit well with some of
Schuller's clerical colleagues, it seems to sit
very well with those in the reclining, rocking
or overstuffed pews of Schuller's TV audience.
Too often, Schuller says, traditional preaching
has served only to stimulate defense
mechanisms in those who are already turned
off by religion. Churched and unchurched
alike, he believes, have the same basic needs:
all look to have their faith renewed, their hope
regenerated, and their love rekindled.
Numbers without question provide an af-
firmation of Schuller's pulpit style and his
theological bent. About 10,000 worshippers at-
tend his three Sunday services, and his "Hour
of Power" television progranris broadcast over
approximately 160 stations, reaching an esti-
mated 2.5 million viewers. Arbitron, a New
York TV rating corporation, recently put
Schuller second only to Oral Roberts in the
preferences of viewers of religious broadcasts.
His many inspirational books are top-sellers
H
t
by more than 700 newspapers. Garden Grove's
membership is an active one: some 1,700 vol-
unteers join a staff of eight ministers and 180
professionals to administer programs in coun-
seling, education, meftical aid and housing.
Perhaps the best known of these programs is a
24-hour telephone helpline (dial 714-NEW-
HOPE). Each year hundreds of ministers and
laymen attend Schuller's Institute fpr Success-
ful Church Leadership. Clearly, people are lis-
tening to what Schuller has to say.
While some of his most adamant critics can
be found within his own denomination, Schul-
ler has brought great recognition to the Re-
formed Church and he has never publicly belit- agr
tied it by describing it as small, excessively 
sectarian or something he's outgrown. Indeed, jp jjl
he values his connection to a mainline denomi- rSjtf
nation, because, for one thing, it makes him
different from many other TV evangelists by ^le
providing him with a backdrop of unquestioned . mlegitimacy. !ltri
Schuller's career as a Hope student in the fvir
mid- 1940s offered few intimations of eventual |hao:
public prominence. A farmboy from Alton, JVbi
Iowa, Schuller h
opportunity to fulfill his dream of building a
great church "from the bottom up."
He and wife Arvella arrived in Orange
County with $500, two youngsters, an old
Chevy and an electric organ, the latter bought
on time. About 50 cars were spread before
Schuller when he hopped atop that snack bar
roof for his first drive-in service. Always mind-
ful of the power of the media, the next morning
he released to the press an announcement
which proclaimed : "Southern California's first
Drive-In Church got off the ground yesterday
with an attendance of over half a hundred
cars." It was a running start for possibility
thinking.
Schuller is a loyal Hope alumnus who rec-
ommends Hope, on and off the airwaves. Two
of his five children. Bob and Sheila, are Hope
graduates. In 1977 he focused national atten-
tion on his alma mater during one of his most
notable services in which reformed Watergate
figure Charles Colson, former Black Panther
Eldridge Cleaver and Nazi concentration camp
survivor Corrie Ten Boom shared the podium.
During this well publicized service, attended
by Hope President Gordon Van Wylen who
was on -the West Coast for fund-raising and
alumni events, Schuller praised Hope College
and spoke of the need for supporting institu-
tions of its kind.
Hope likewise takes pride in its alumnus who
was recently pegged "a spiritual powerhouse"
by The Saturday Evening Post. In 1973 Schul-
ler was awarded an honorary Doctor of Di-
vinity degree and in 1970 he was one of Hope's
first recipients of the Distinguished Alumnus,
Award. President Van Wylen speaks of Schul-
ler as a man of faith, vision, creativity and hard
work, and, especially of late, Schuller has only
good things to say about Hope.
"I sense that the vibrations on campus re-
flect a strong, healthy and positive attitude
toward genuine Christianity," he said during
his brief visit in September.
The opening of the Crystal Cathedral obvi- '
ously is a pinacle in Schuller's ministry. Be-
cause of the unsacrificed architectural integrity
of the building and because of the fact that so
many "little people" had a part in funding
something so big, Schuller considers the
cathedral to be infused with and a monument
to the concept of self-esteem. ("Isn't it excit-
ing?" he says. "Self-esteem is in the thing
from beginning to end. I finally got my act
together — theologically, socially and in-
tellectually.")
What's ahead?
A pressing goal is the communication of his
theology of self-esteem through a series of
books. Schuller sees it as an important
work — probably taking 15 years to write —
which will dispel what he considers the most
common misconstruction surrounding himself
and his ministry: shallowness.
He also hopes to begin to build a chain of
Good Samaritan Inns in various worldwide lo-
cations, places where "drop-outs can drop in."
"It is doubtful that Schuller's popularity will
wane during the '80s," says Dennis Voskuil,
Hope assistant professor of religion who has
extensively researched the man behind Garden
Grove. "His message is comforting, entertain-
ing, simplistic and positive — ingredients which
capture the Neilsen's ratings. . . . Schuller has
been successful because the man, medium and
message fit so nicely into the pervasive cultural
contours of America. We love winners."
/ sense that the vibrations on (Hope's) campus reflect a strong,






^lis- an ebullient missionary uncle declared young
, Robert a likely candidate for the vocation. At
,ntic5 jfope Schuller was a capable if not particularly
Schul- ̂ "standing student. But even in those days,
'he Re- demonstrated a certain determination and
• ivbelit- a8ressiveness. While at Western Seminary,
-lively t^e eventual star of his class doggedly indexed
' yeed, biblical references used in Calvin's Insti-
! . nditii- $,es lor bis senior thesis. While at his first
’ , ^ |,in! c''arge, Ivanhoe Reformed Church of River-
a,1 bv dale, 111., Schuller confesses that his positive
^•aiorn'l ̂ent nearly crumpled as he attempted to minis-
Ul' 'ertohisstrugglingcongregation. Thetuming
th< ?)'nt came> be says, when he realized he
" nWil jppuld allow God to take over. The Chicago
'e', . .tyburban church grew and strengthened.
Schuller himself, as he surveys the unem-
ployment, inflation and distressing interna-
tional developments of recent months, con-
cludes that never before has America been so
desperately in need of his possibility thinking.
Schuller is a man of grand dreams and repu-
tation, a man who is shaping the electronic age
at the same time he is making use of it. He is
convinced that his undergraduate experience at
Hope College provided a template for all of
what was to follow. At Hope, he says, he
caught "a compulsion to excellence" and be-
cause of this, a little bit of Hope is reflected in
even' shimmering pane of his stunning new
worship center. _
The Hope connection becomes obvious in
one of his favorite phrases: "Excellence must
The State of Religion
In 1851 newly settled Dutch settlers founded a
Pioneer School in the Holland colony. Although
these settlers were struggling to establish new ways
of life in an untamed country, their educational goals
were not simply pragmatic; a love of liberty and a
devotion to Goa set the guidelines for the new insti-
tution. This Pioneer School, the predecessor of Hope
College, received direction and financial support
from the General Synod of the Reformed Church in
America. In 1866 Hope College received its charter
and the institution continued its affiliation with the
Reformed Church. That affiliation has never been
^severed throughout the College's ll-l-^ar history.
Despite the consistency of Hope's denominational
ties, the religious tone of the campus has been in a
state of flux throughout the decades. In its early
they are learning as long as they are willing to
try to understand why other people do be-
lieve."
years, for example, the institution provided theo- -
logical training for those planning to become *




None of the above conditions exist at Hope today.
Trustees was primar  made up of ministers. As
in the not-so-distant past, attendance at daily chapel
services was req d of all students.
While the College's affiliation with die Church has
always been vital, interpretations of this affiliation
have differed throughout Hope's history.
For several years now, there has been talk among
alumni, faculty and friends of Hope regarding yet
another change in the religious atmosphere of the
campus. Some credit these changes to the leadership
of President Gordon J. Van Wylen, who assumed
office in 1972. Others say the developments are
reflections of changing attitudes in the
world-at-large.
This year News from Hope College will publish
a series of articles On the topic of "The State of
Religion on Campus." The first article presents two
students who consider Hope's Christian commitment
from two very different perspectives. Deb Hall '80
interviewed these students and reports her findings.
Future issues will present the work of the Chaplain's
Office, consider the subject from faculty and ad-
ministrative points of view, and present the opinions
Ity i
t 
of some people not associated with Hope — RCA
clergymen and analysts of American higher
education.
Linda Miles is a sophomore theater/dance
major from Clio, Mich. She is not a Christian,
but is enjoying a student career at Hope Col-
lege. How does she feel about the strong Chris-
tian basis of the administration and a majority
of the faculty and student body?
"Hope College works very carefully not to
force you to be Christian," she says. "Rules
are here to maintain some kind of order. I don't
think they're here to make you conform to a
Christian way of life. 1 don't even think they
try to."
Miles points out that Hope College supports
a variety of'Christian extra-curricular ties, but
nothing for non-believers. She would like to
see the development of a discussion group
where believers — of Christianity and other
faiths — and agnostics can talk about what they
believe and how they believe.
"I like to get into discussions with people
about religion because they believe so much in
it and I want to understand why-people believe
what they believe, " she says. "I may not be an
agnostic all my life. I want to know about many
faiths."
Miles says she's open-minded to the ideas
expressed by students. She does feel that she
and other non-Christians are a minority at
Hope, explaining that a combination of excel-
lent academics and the Christian basis attract
the majority of students.
Miles firmly points out that she is not in-
timidated by the active Christian population at
Hope College. She has an appreciation for the
Christian culture and its contribution to thea-
ter, an, literature and music.
She says. Anyone who is willing to leant
Tom Picard is a senior physics major from
Westland, Mich, and wants to attend med
school. His faith has changed in the past few
years — coming out of a period of questioning
and searching to an acceptance of a stronger,
personal commitment in his life.
"Hope College forces you to think —
through classes like Senior Seminar,” he says.
He also says that the liberal arts program lends
support to believers of the Christian faith. He
has found role models, concern, and a healthy
exchange of ideas among faculty, administra-
tion, and students.
"The faculty tries awfully hard to make you
think," he says. "The religion requirement is
excellent. Whether you agree with what is
taught or not, it encourages you to know where
you stand."
Picard points out that non-Christian profes-
sors play an important role in the education of
Christian students. They "keep us on our
toes," according to Picard.
"It's easy to believe in a group of people who
all believe the same thing," Picard explains.
"People who challenge you keep you aware of
your position."
Picard describes Hope College as a "learning
institution with a strong Christian base." He is
impressed that the president of the college is
free to share his faith at chapel services and
says that the administration makes its stance
clear to the students and community. Even
though the college expresses a strong Christian
commitment, Picard says that the administra-
tion "doesn't employ a big stick policy."
"I think Hope College has a great deal of
respect for the integrity of a student in not
pushing him to conform to a specific mold," he
says. "Hope College embodies people from
complete hedonists to very, very committed
disciples of Christ. But I do think Hope College
respects the individual." Picard is aware that
the college offers a variety of extra-curricular
activities that are Christian in emphasis.
Picard says that rules can structure a specific
lifestyle as at Bob Jones University or Wheaton
College, but that is not necessarily the only
way to lead a Christian life. He believes that at
Hope College it may be beneficial to not impose
a rule system defining a Christian lifestyle.
"At Hope College you can live a Christian
lifestyle — but I must admit it demands more
maturity and self discipline," he says. "Hope
College may be producing stronger Christians
who are practiced at putting the rules on them-
selves."
While rules do not define a specific lifestyle,
Picard feels that the Christian personality of
Hope is alive and evident in the people.
"The administration and faculty here are a
wonderful witness," he says, "I really ap-
preciate my education here in helping me gain









Puzzled how a small liberal arts college, like Hope can sus-
tain its standard of excellence when educational costs are
outstripping tuition income? The Alumni Fund is the major
solution to the problem! Through annual alumni gifts, -
Hope College receives an. increasing flow of unrestricted
dollars plus a genuine spirit of concern and interest on the
part of thousands of alumni. It is this support that main-
tains the standard of excellence.
Four out of every ten alumni gave' to the Annual Fund in
1979-80. The average alumni gift last year .was $80.80.

















You are the answer. Send your gift





•Included in this figure are monies generated by contributions of Hope alumni




Rules: Using the clues provided, test your
knowledge of Hope . College — past and
present— by trying to complete this An-
nual Fund Crossword puzzle. In addition,
non-Hope clues are randomly dispersed
throughout the puzzle to test your general
knowledge. The answers to the puzzle will
appear in the December issue of News
from Hope College, so keep a lookout.
If ypu are really puzzled and can't wait,
drop a note with your check and we'll send
you the answefs right away.
ACROSS
1. Hope College's ninth president
7. Adjective describing size of Do\* Health and
Physical Education Center
12. Cheer used by Profs. Herb Weller and Nella
Meyer
13. Run away to be married
15. Peale Center scientists' gas for advertising
16. What Albertus C. Van Raalte might have fed his
horse
17. "But" as spoken by Profs, john Creviere and
Marguerite Prins
18. Student Activities Committee (abbr.)
20. Hope College is certified in education for
elementary, secondary, emotionally impaired,
and _ I _ • (abbr.)
21. New program Hope will begin to offer (abbr.)
22. Cake enjoyed by Profs. Megow and Wolters
23. African nation
25. Magazine which selected Hope College as one
of the ten best buys in liberal arts education in
the nation
26. A whale movie
28. What students do in Phelps Hall, and used to do
in Durfee and Voorhees
32. Twelve months (abbr.)
33. Home state of 7% of Hope students (abbr.)
34. Christian name of Hope's fifth president, who
also taught business and classics
37. Woman's name
38. Expert
39. Winningest football coach in Hope's history
40. Hope studertts traveled to Chicago to sea.J,his
Egyptian display.
41. Lake Michigan in winter
42. Surrounded by
43. Nickname of 34 Across
45. College nickname of Hope's past Alumni
President Warren W. Kane
47. Dorm supervisor (abbr.)
48. Purchased at Mill's on a warm night
50. Entire
51. "And" to Dean Nyenhuis and Tosi Welmers
53. For example (Latin)
54. What students might wear in the studio on Dow
Center's second floor
55. Receipt of debt
56. North Dakota
57. Verb _
62. Lung for an aquatic specimen in biology lab
65. Beverage purchased in Warm Friend's basement
66. Inquire
67. What is on a foot? (two words)
68. What freshmen did to upperclassmen when
beanies were in style
70. Hope's ethnic heritage
73. Works of English author, - Eliot,




1. Building to be revitalized for residence hall
2. M'A'S'H actor - -  _ Alda
3. What can be snapped into Dow Center gym floor
4. What you did as a Hope student
5. Select group
6. What Deans of Students are accused of being
8. Hope College symbol
9. Prof. Kooiker's second note
10. Kind of pin a 50-year alum might wear
11. Finish
14. Plural suffix
17. A cow sound
19. Van Raalte's first two initials
22. Transcendental Meditation
27.'Medicinal plant
29. Loved an object (two words)
30. Identical pair
31. Groove of repetition
32. What might be burned after Christmas Vespers
Service
35. Nearby
36. Animal formerly housed in Peale Science Center
37. Of the moon




47. Former Dean of Men Milton _
49 Singing couple
52 Assignment
54. Used as floor coverings
59. Animals housed in Peale Science Center
60. Coach known as "Big _ "
61 . Tree
63. Measure of land
64. News service that might carry a Bruce Van
Voorst '54 story
66. What.students do in DeWitt Student & Cultural
Center




No Lack of Vision
Note: Adapted from the summer, 1980 issue of
Twenty/Twenty, the newsletter for the As-
sociation for the Blind in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Photo by Ewart M Ball, Asheville Citizen Times.
Sheepskin's Practical Use
When Jonathan Heame '68 received his
sheepskin from Hope, he couldn't have pre-
dicted how many more would pass through his
hands.
He had majored in Spanish and minored in
art and was doing ceramics, painting and
sculpture. He planned to get a master's degree
and perhaps teach.
Instead, he joined the Peace Corps and did
service in Nicaragua, working with farmers
and Misldto Indians who were clearing a jungle
area as part of an agrarian reform program.
When he returned home, it was to a farm his
parents had recently purchased in Asheville,
N.C. The family had added some sheep to the
farm, and after reading a book'and having
more than a little practice with a veteran in the
trade, Hearne became an expert in the difficult
New Zealand method of sheep shearing (the
fleece falls away in one piece). Now, each year
from mid-March until early July, Hearne
travels across the south, up to Iowa, into South
Dakota and down through Colorado as a travel-
ing sheep shearing expert. Because few are
skilled in the art these days and because of
Hearne's own unshorn appearance, he has
attracted attention in his travels and has been
featured in newspapers of several cities.
Although it may not be exactly what he had
in mind when he left Hope, Heame enjoys the
job.
"You don't get rich on shearing, but the part
I like most is getting to meet so many different
people, from poor people to rich people."
Winters, Hearne helps keep up the family
farm and practices sculpture, woodworking
and carpentry.
Phil Goiter '69 has had many obstacles in his
33 years. After graduating from Hope College,
he was drafted, trained, and ordered to
Vietnam- Three months into his tour of duty
he was wounded by enemy fire. Those wounds
cost Phil two fingers and required that he wear
a leg brace. When he recovered from those
wounds he eventually found a job witn ; Grand
Rapids, Mich, manufacturer doing cost ac-
counting.
Life settled into a normal pattern for Phil,
his wife Kathy, and their two children. Then,
Phil's vision began to decrease. By January
1978 Phil's vision prevented him from doing
his job.
Fortunately, Phil had been referred to the
Association for the Blind by his ophthal-
mologist. The reality of losing his job helped
Phil become more determined to learn the
skills necessary to maintain his independence.
Working with his social worker, Phil discussed
the many possible ways he could meet his re-
habilitation goals. Because of his strong voca-
tional interests, Phil's case was referred to the
Michigan Commission for the Blind.
During all phases of instruction Phil had
tremendous motivation. During his mobility
lessons Phil demonstrated good orientation
skills and ability to use his remaining vision.
As a result of instruction Phil is an excellent
traveler, able to handle all of his travel needs
independently.
The services Phil received from the rehabili-
tation teachers covered all the activities of daily
living, but communication skills were em-
phasized. Within three months, Phil learned
enough braille to label his personal papers, the
fuse box in his home, his identification cards,
and develop a braille phone directory and fi-
nancial records. Phil learned all the necessary
aspects of personal typing. He also mastered
the use of the abacus.
H-Club Luncheon
Recognizes Cagers
The H-Club will recognize Hope's 1965
MIAA championship basketball team and
those cagers who have received MIAA most
valuable player recognition during the annual
Homecoming luncheon Saturday, Oct. 25.
H-Club members will gather at the nearby
Lincoln school at 11 :30 a.m. for the luncheon
and program while their wives will be hosted
for lunch in the Phelps Hall Conference room.
Nine Hopeites have earned MIAA most val-
uable player recognition over the years. They
include Russ DeVette (1947), Don Mulder
(1948). Ron Bos (1953), Ray Ritsema (1958
and 1960), Paul Benes (1959), Ekdal Buys, Jr.
(1962), Jim VanderHill (1963), Clare Van
Wieren (1966) and Floyd Brady (1967 & 1968).
Members of Coach Russ DeVette's basket-
ball team included Roy Anker, Floyd Brady,
Dave Bruininks, Chris Buys, Bob Kilbourn,
Jim Klein, Don Kronemeyer, Dean Overman,
Jim Poppink, Bill Potter, Clare Van Wieren,
Carl Walters and Jerry Zwart.
H-Club members will be receiving a letter
and reservation form for the Homecoming fes-
In the Low Vision Clinic, Phil received aids
that were helpful in many areas of his daily
life. Screening and examination showed that
the best help for Phil would come from an 8X
hand held telescope, a 12X stand magnifier,
and training in the use of a closed circuit televi-
sion magnifying system.
Phil and his wife Kathy also attended eight
group counseling sessions. The group was
made up of other couples experiencing vision
problems that relate to family situations. The
discussions let people share their experiences
and help others with similar problems. Phil
finished his rehabilitation program success-
fully in just four short months. It was time for
extensive job hunting.
On May 21, 1979, Phil began work in the
personnel department of Meijers, Inc., Grand
Rapids.
During the last year Phil has been involved
in screening Meijer job applicants and conduct-
ing reference security checks. He also has re-
sponsibilities for advertising job openings and
fulfilling Meijer's affirmative action policy.
Mrs. Carol Dick, Personnel Coordinator at
Meijer's and Phil's supervisor says, "The only
problem I saw when Phil was hired was his lack
of self-confidence. During his first year with
Meijer's he has made good progress and we are
now planning ways to increase Phil's contribu-





One of Hope's oldest alumni, Frank Bruins, and his wife Ruth in front of the house where he was
born. Photo by The Milwaukee Journal
Americanized Family
Ninety-seven years didn't keep former Hope
Prep School student Frank Bruins from attend-
ing a special family reunion this past summer.
Frank and his wife Ruth made the trip from
California to Alto, Wis. to be guests of honor at
an event held at the farmhouse where he was
born in 1883. The reunion was a celebration of
the 100th anniversary of the day the farm came
into the family.
Bruins, who studied at Hope Prep just before
Beloit College and spent a year at Yale Univer-
sity's forestry school. He went into the forest
service but quit because "bureaucracy in those
days is like it is now." Later he became a farmer
in Idaho.
Also at the reunion was Elton Bruins '50,
Hope professor of religion and his family's
historian. He updated a family history and put
it into the form of a 205-page book, which,
according to its author, "is a basic book about
m
Former Chapel Choir members and other
admirers of the late Dr. Robert W. Cavanaugh
have opportunity to honor his memory
through contributions to the Robert
Cavanaugh Scholarship Fund which was estab-
lished shortly after the esteemed music profes-
sor's death in 1976.
Dr. Cavanaugh, known affectionately as
"Prof" among his students, directed the Hope
Chapel Choir for 37 years and instituted the
tradition of Christmas Vespers on campus. He
is also the composer of the Alma Mater Hymn .
Dr. Cavanaugh was a faculty member from
1940 until his death.
The scholarship fund, which may be added
to at any time, provides an annual senior music
award and a scholarship in voice, given each
year to a sophomore music student.
The winner of the Cavanaugh Senior Music
Award for 1980 was Sandra Blodgett of
Flemington, N.J. Winner of the Cavanaugh ^ d
NFHC, October 1980
NFHC, October 1980
| Probing High Impact Execs
3
cS
y If you work hard enough, with your ability
you're sure to get a promotion, right?
Wrong!, says George ). Lumsden '44, a
Detroit-area business consultant and former
laa Chrysler Corporation executive who recently
authored Impact Management — Personal
CJJJJ Power Strategies for Success. Selected as an
alternate of the Fortune Book Club, the 144-
page volume features a clear, forceful prose
style that's easy to read and remember.
Lumsden calls on characters ranging from
Chicken Little to Abraham Lincoln to serve as
examples of various management qualities.
Impact Management is the kind of book that
seems destined for dog-earedness once it gets
in the hands of those seeking movement on the
corporate ladder.
"Most of us have seen individuals of only
moderate basic intelligence and skill move
ahead while others with superior talents lag
behind," says Author Lumsden. "It all seems
rather unfair until we begin to analyze the wide
range of other impact factors that come into
play. We say, 'He has a better personality, or
he has connections, or he has a lot of energy
and self-confidence.' Well, perhaps these are
part of the package of effectiveness . May be i t's
worth looking at all of them."
Personality, connections and self-confidence
are only a few of the 36 traits common to high
impact executives that Lumsden has gathered
together in his book. His analysis of The Big
Boss has been distilled from associations with
books, like Lumsden's, have enjoyed great suc-
cess in recent years. Interestingly enough, dur-
ing the same period that readers are told to
hone intimidation skills and regard themselves
as Number One above all others. Author Laur-
ence ) . Peter has been gaining wide popularity
for his "Peter Principle" (Given the opportu-
nity, a person will rise all the way up to his or
her own level of incompetence. And then stay
there.) How does Lumsden's book fit into this
scenario?
While Lumsden agrees that a healthy does of
initiative, enterprise and action is a good
thing — both personally and for qne's
career — he believes that aggressiveness can be
abused.
"I'm not attracted to some current themes
(in popular "Road to Success" books) ... nor
do I admire some of the popular manipulative
approaches currently afoot," he says.
Can someone who just this spring retired
from the beleaguered Chrysler Corporation be
considered an authority on management
ideals?
Lumsden says that it's easy to hide poor
performers in large organizations. "What is
interesting is that, periodically, most organiza-
tions go through a purification process and
some of the errors get corrected," he adds.
Should a woman's impact strategy differ
from that of a man?
Lumsden admits he's really not sure.
Throughout his career span, it's been men who
top managers throughout a varied business ’ have dominated management and therefore
career. (At Chrysler, Lumsden was responsible
for program development and instruction of
corporate field sales personnel and retail
dealership managers and salespersons. Before
that he was advertising and sales promotion
writer and account executive for Jim Handy
Organization of Detroit and Lindeman Adver-
tising, Inc. of Holland. His career background
also includes a training and communications
post for General Electric Company.)
Impact Management examines each of
Lumsden's 36 essential-for-executive traits
and also includes quizes at the end of each
chapter which are designed to let the reader
know how he or she stacks up against some of
the nation's top executives. Most important,
according to the author, the reader will dis-
cover weak areas and is given concrete tips on
how to transform tliem into strengths.
Bookstore owners. attest that self-help
The memory
lingers on. • •
Alumna Katherine Steketee MacKenzie
'48 of Holland has designed a unique
needlepoint kit to be used as a cover
around a Van Raalte Hall brick (right).
This limited edition kit (only 25
numbered sets) is individually hand-
painted on 12-mesh interlock canvas
and is measured to fit precisely on a
Van Raalte Hall brick. The kit includes a rendering of Van Raalte Hall on the
top with the building's name on one side and Hope College on the other. The
College’s new and old seals appear on the ends.
Included in the kit will be sufficient amounts of 13 colors of Persian yam
for design and background, needle, felt for bottom finishing, and tips for
accurate stitching and assembly. Commercially, this kit would be valued at $30
without a brick.
Cost of the kit with Van Raalte brick is $50. Purchasers will receive a gift
contribution receipt for $25 while the rest of the cost is to cover materials
and shipping. Orders will be received until Friday, Oct 24. If more than
25 orders are received, a drawing will be conducted to determine winners.
Refund will be made to those whose names are not drawn. A check for $50
must accompany your order.
Marne - — - -  — - - -
Address
Phone _




Participation in the Pull has become a tradition for
one Hope College family. Sophomore Art Buys was
a third generation participant in this year's 83rd
annual event. He is pictured with grandfather Ekdal
/. Buys '37, who was also an anchorman on his
Pull teams. Art's dad, Ekdal /. Buys, jr. '62 of
Casa Grande, Az. was also a Pull participant as
was an uncle. Chris Buys '66 of Victoria, Tx.
class notes
20's
men have foddered his book. His writing uses
masculine pronouns when referring to mana-
gers, "purely as a typographical convenience."
But his hunch is that good impact management
is free of gender restrictions.
"I believe that the same principles apply to
both women and men. Both have to get their
core skill and knowledge act in order. Both
have to be circumspect regarding the effect of
- personal habits and behaviour and attitudes. In
today's climate, a woman with management
potential should be able to function in a man-
agement role on an equal basis with a man
similarly qualified."
Lumsden is also the author of Tips on Talks,
Plain Talk on Automobile Selling, Motivation
in Management, Datnell Executive Develop-
ment Series and various magazine articles in
Training, Successful Meeting, and SME
Magazine.
Simon Heemstra, '24, retired, has worked in the
field of services to the aging and was awarded "The
Meritorious Service Award" by the Indiana Associa-
tion of Homes for the Aging for his outstanding
service.
Christian Roosenraad '24 was honored by the J . W.
Sexton High School in Lansing, Mich., by having
the school's auditorium named for him. He was prin-
cipal from 1943-68.
The Rev. Lawrence Borst '27 was honored at a.
reception at Immanuel Reformed Church in Grand
Rapids, Mich, on the 50th Anniversary of his ordina-
tion to the gospel ministry.
Paul Lupkes '50 is a member of the executive com-
mittee of Religion and Sciences in Dialogue, a na-
tional organization designed to interface science and
theology. He is campus minister at South Dakota
School of Mines and Technology.
William Hinga '51 is vice president for student
affairs at Central College. Pella, Iowa.
Janice Kamp '51 Lankenau is teaching high school
home economics in Marion, Ind.
Ted Rycenga '51 is principal at Sunset Elementary
School, Vicksburg, Mich.
Mary Olert '52 Boyd is assistant district attorney
for the 31st )udicial Circuit in Tennessee and chair-
person of the Dyer County Democratic Executive
Committee.
Donald '52 and Jackie Van Heest '52 DeYoung
were honored by Second Reformed Church in
Kalamazoo, -Mich, on their 25th wedding anniver-
sary and presented with a trip to the Holy Land.
Dave Hanson '53, professor of psychology at
James Madison University in Harrisonburg, Va. and
managing editor of School Psychology Review, is
co-author of a book which is in press.
Helen Howard '54 Hanson , assistant professor of
elementary education at James Madison University
in Harrisonburg, Va., is the supervising nursery
school teacher at the Campus School and the author
of many articles on raising children.
The Rev. Roderic Jackson '54 is. senior pastor of
the Central Reformed Church, Sioux Center, Iowa.
W P. Siderius '55 is president and chief executive
officer for Energy Cooperative, Inc. , a petroleum
supply co-operative in Rosemont, ill.
Blaine Timmer '58 is executive vice president of
Water Bonnet Mfg., Inc.
30's
John Buteyn '36 has been appointed to a two-year
preretirement term as secretary for world mission
for the General Program Council Executive Commit-
tee, Reformed Church in America.
Doris Van Lente '36 Neckers is the new organi-




The Rev. Robert '41 and Morrell Webber '42
Swart, Reformed Church in America missionaries,
have been reassigned to work with two tribes in
western and southern Kenya.
The Rev. Howard Van Egmond '41 is the new
stated clerk for the Classis of Uliana, Reformed
Church in America.
The Rev. Daniel '43 and Winifred Rameau '43
Flystra were honored at the 30th anniversary cele-
bration of Longview Community Church in
Phoenix, Aria, where Dan is pastor.
Betty Mulder '45 Burton is office manager for the
Interlochen (Mich.) Center for the Arts.
Dr. Harvey Hbekstra '45, gave the dedication ad-
dress for the new sanctuary of Hope Reformed
Church in Grand Haven, Mich.
Gene Davidson '49 and his wife Kathy recently
completed five years and 44,000 miles sailing the
Atlantic Ocean aboard their 42 foot ketch, Felicity.






The Rev. Bruce Hoffman '61 was honored on the
occasion of 10 years of service to Second Reformed
Church of Wyckoff, N.J.
John Hubbard '61 is acting head of the foreign
language and bilingual studies department of Eastern
Michigan University in Ypsilanti.
Linda Walvoord '64 Girard has poems appearing
in current issues of Spoon River Quarterly and As-
cent, a literary quarterly from the University of
Illinois.
Mark Lewis '64 is the sports editor of The Register,
Jackson, Mich.
Paul Wackerbarth '64 is chief of the economic sec-
tion at the U.S. Embassy inTegucigalysa, Honduras.
TedDeLong '65, C.P.A., is associated with Timber
Brook Realty, Inc. in Holland, Mich.
Charles Langeland '67 is export sales manager-
international operations for Howmet Turbine Com-
ponents Corp. in Muskegon, Mich.
Graydon Blank '68 is high school principal in
Laingsburg, Mich.
Linda Kloote '68 Dunn received subspecialty board
certification in maternal-fetal medicine in February.
She is staff perinatologist at Pennsylvania Hospital
and is an assistant professor of obstetrics and
gynecology at the University of Pennsylvania.
Camella Serum '69, Ph.D. was awarded the Liberty
Bell Award by the Midland Bar Association for her
work in the area of domestic violence. She conducted
a two day workshop at the University of Michigan
and is writing a book on the subject.
John Zavacky '69 is a computer consultant for John
Rhodes & Co., a customer consulting company. He
is on assignment at the Chase Manhattan Bank's
international department.
70's
The Rev. Don Boss '50 is pastor of American Re-
formed Church in DeMotte, Ind.
Bill Jellema '50 is professor of higher education at
the University of Connecticut. He will be undertak-
ing research on the options colleges and universities
face when in extremis.
Robert Delvin '70 is music and fine arts librarian at
Illinois Wesleyan University in Bloomington, 111.
Mary Elden '70 is budget coordinator at Saint
Mary's Hopsital in Grand Rapids, Mich, and is work-
ing toward a degree in accounting at Aqiiinas Col-
lege.
John Allen '71 is president of the Classis of the
Palisaides, Reformed Church in America. He is pas-
tor of Central Avenue Reformed Church, Jersey
City, N.J.
John Endersbe '71 was promoted to staff sergeant
in July, 1979.
Kate Bacon '71 Endersbe directed six weeks of day
camp for the U . S. Army department of youth activi-
ties during the summer of 1979.
1981 HOPE TRAVEL TOURS
For the second year, Hope Alumni Association, in cooperation with the
Calvin Alumni Association, will sponsor two tours for alumni and friends.
In addition to professional drivers, guides, and custom-structured tours
with first class accommodations, an escort from Hope or Calvin College
will accompany the tour.
The number of tour members is limited.
• Canadian Rockies - Inland Passage - British Columbia - July 15—27





De Vries T ravel Agency
2421 Eastern Avenue, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507
Janet Hildebrand '71, PH. D„. participated in a
[ seminar on German folklore sponsored by the Na-
tional Endowment for the Humanities.
Bart Merkle 71, Ph.D., is associate dean of students
at Tulane University.
Jim Rubins '71 is a counselor with Napa County
! (Calif.) Mental Health Clinic.
^ Hendrika Vander Kemp '71, a staff member of
the Case Method Institute, is editing an annotated
bibliography on the integration of theology and psy-
chology.
Douglas Westveer '71, M.D., is practicing cardiol-
ogy ̂ at William Beamont Hospital in Royal Oak,
Doris Smith '72 Getty is an administrative se-
cretary for the dental service of St. Clare's Hospital,
Schenectady, N.Y.
Second Lt. Richard Hine '72 is attending law
school at Arizona State University on the Marine
Corps' Excess Leave Program.
Kevin Holleman '72, M.D., finished his residency
in Kalamazoo, Mich, and joined. the Portage, Mich.
Medical Clinic.
Ted Rycenga '72 is an elementary school principal
in Vicksburg, Mich.




Ever since the Chapel Choir made its suc-
cessful tour to Europe in the Spring of 1979,
choir members of a year or two before were
heard to say, "You would go to Europe just
after 1 graduated!"
Because of the interest expressed by some of
those with whom he spoke. Prof. Rietberg
suggested that, perhaps, consideration should
be given to organizing an Alumni Choir Tour
some summer. Such a possibility has been ex-
plored and announcement can now be made
that a tour to the Heart of Europe is planned for
• two weeks next summer.
The tour will leave on June 22 with return
scheduled July 6, and would include the follow-
ing stops: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Cologne,
Heidelberg, Freiburg, Lucerne, Innsbruck,
Salzburg, Rothenburg, Wiesbaden, and Ein-
dhoven.
The cost of the tour, approximately $1295
per person, will include the following: round
• trip air transportation from Chicago/Detroit to
Amsterdam; land transportation by deluxe
motor-coach from arrival in Amsterdam until
departure; accommodations in superior tourist
and moderate first class hotels on the basis of
two persons sharing a room ; continental break-
fast and table d'hote dinner daily; a multi-
lingual tour escort ; complete program of sight-
seeing in accordance with the itinerary outline ;
approximately six concerts with sites and dates
to be arranged; all tips, taxes and service
charges. Consideration is being given to the
possibility of a private homestay in the Nether-
lands for the final two nights.
Departure from New York can be arranged
for those living on the East Coast. It will be
possible for members of the choir to take their
wives or husbands (they would be an important
part of the audience when the choir sang).
Those wishing to extend their stay in Europe
can do so with advance planning.
A more detailed itinerary is available from
Roger Rietberg, Hope College, Holland, Mich.
49423.
Martha Corbin '72 Whiteman is a supervisor in the
claims department of Aetna Life and Casualty in
Indianapolis.
Gene Marie Callahan '73 Allen is principal under-
study for Verdi and Mozart roles with the Chicago
Lyric Opera Company.
Richard Boss '73, M.D., is practicing medicine in
Fremont, Mich, as a member of Fremont Family
Physicians.
Douglas Edema '73, M.D., accepted a faculty posi-
tion with the Grand Rapids Family Practice Program,
with patient care and facuity/administrative respon-
sibilities.
Susan Bruggink '73 Edema is on leave of absence
from the Hudsonville, Mich, public schools, after
teaching for five years.
David Geerts '73 is vice president-finance of Struc-
tural Concepts Corp.
Thomas Getty '73 is finance sales supervisor for
International Harvester Credit Corp. in Albany,
N.Y.
Vicki Ten Haken '73 is a corporate planning
analyst for Herman Miller Inc. in Zeeland, Mich.
Merlin Whiteman '73 is readers' services librarian
at Indiana University School of Law Library, in Indi-
anapolis.
Karla Hoesch '73 Wolters coached a Holland,
Mich, area all-star team that met the famous Strat-
ford. Conn. Brakettes in a softball tournament in
Holland.
S. Thor Cutler '74 is a geophysicist for frontier
exploration with Marathon Oil Co., in Anchorage,
Alas.
Greg Gronwall '74 is chief expeditor of repair parts
at Niagara Machine and Tool Inc. in Buffalo, N.Y.
Larry Smith '74 M.D. completed a residency in .
emergency medicine and is on the staff of the Hol-
land Community Hospital emergency department.
Bruce Usher '74 is a computer project leader for
Mobil Oil, Ltd. in New Zeeland, and spends his free
time with local political work and a debating team.
Robert J. Wolff '74 is an instructor of biology at
Trinity Christian College in Palos Heights, 111.
Charlene Bos '75 Alexander is insurance coor-
dinator for the Reformed Church in America.
Kevin Echart '75 was awarded the Fulbright-Hays
D.C. Alumni Hold
Annual Fall Meeting
Approximately 40 area Hope alumni and
spouses gathered at the Washington, D.C.
home of chapter president Steve '67 and Kathy
Larkin on Sept. 20.
. Those attending ranged from Dr. Edward
Wichers, of the class of 1913, to Doug and
Gayle Boss Koopman of the class of 1980.
Chapter secretary Fran Hooper '71 did a mar-
velous job of coordinating the tasty covered
dish dinner.
Hope's Vice President for College Relations
and Development, Bob DeYoung reviewed the
changes to the college's physical plant over
the past decade while John Noordstrom, direc-
tor of annual funds and foundation support,
described the outstanding progress in the
Annual Fund over the last several years.
The group learned that 1979-1980 Wash-
ington area alumni contributions of $9,745
were almost double the previous year's level,
as 55 percent of the area alumni contributed
to the Fund.
President Larken announced that the next
area activity would be the phonathon on behalf
of the Annual Fund in November. The next
general meeting will be at the historic Decatur
House in February. The honored guests will
be the 1981 Hope Washington Honors Semes-
ter students.
news about Hopeites
Please use the space below for news that you'd like to communicate to your fellow Hopeites.
Tell us about appointments and promotions, experiences that have been meaningful to you,
honors that have come your way, travels, hobbies, or ideas that you think are worth sharing
with others. This form should also be used to inform us of marriages, births, and advanced
degrees. If you have recently been featured in a local newspaper or other publication, please
attach clippings.
Travel Grant to study in Sweden for the 1980-81
academic year.
Pamela Gates '75 is a nurse in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Michael Kincheloe '75 is associate pastor at Mes-
siah Lutheran Church in Bethlehem, Penn.
John Koeppe '75 is a graduate student in math at
the University of Wisconsin and has a teaching assis-
tantship.
Becky Nielsen '75 is a personnel research associate
with IBM in White Plains, N.Y.
Michael Ruch '75 is a staff psychologist in the
children and adolescent services unit of Pine Rest
Christian Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.
John Sinclair, Jr. '75 has joined his father in a
dental practice in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Nancy Thompson '75 Smith teaches elementary
music in Zeeland, Mich, public schools.
JodiJapinga'75 Syens is assistant city .-’anagerfor
the City of Holland.
DavidBuis '76, D.D.S., has joined a dental practice
in Allegan, Mich.
Peter Ferriby '76 is campus pastor at Southampton
College and the Eastern Campus of Suffolk Commu-
nity College on Long Island, N . Y. , along with study-
ing part-time at the Fordham University Graduate
School of Social Services.
Mark Lange '76, D. D. S, is practicing dentistry with
his father in Muskegon,, Mich.
Betsy Decker '76 Rice is working at Glen Eyrie,
Colorado Springs, Co., the Navigators Conference
Center.
Dwight Slater '76 began his internship and resi-
dency in family practice at Overlook Hospital in
Summit, N.J.
Ben Tubergan '76 was admitted to the Michigan
Bar following graduation from Cooley Law School.
Cathleen Bliss '77 is attending American Graduate
School of International Management, Glendale,
Ariz.
Monica Bol '77 completed a year of training in
medical technology and is working at the Commu-
nity Blood Bank in Rancho Mirage, Calif.
Jeff Bremer '77 is city administrative aide in East
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Paul DeWeese '77 has been awarded two fellow-
ships for his senior year at Wayne State Medical
School.
Sherrill Vickers '77 Doar is employed by the Leslie
A. Harris Broadcasting Service, Inc., New York,
N.Y.
Vicki Hedlund '77, was named to the dean's list at
the University of Tulsa, Okla.
The Rev. Jeny Johnson '77 is the pastor of Ada
Mich. Community Reformed Church.
Elizabeth Kaufman '77 is a process engineer for
Shell Oil Co. in Deer Park, Tex.
Mary Kolean '77 Koeppe is a research assistant at
the University of Wisconsin and a graduate student
in environmental toxicology.
Sarah Koeppe '77, a member of the Actor's Equity
Association, is stage manager and director of interns
for the Virginia Stage Co.
Hank Shadwell '77, a student in the Graduate
School of Social Work at the University of South
Carolina, has accepted a graduate assistantship with
the Counseling and Development Center.
Suzanne Champagne '77 TeBeest is a social
worker doing case management for the developmen-
tally disabled at the Kalamazoo, Mich. County Life
Consultation Center.
Laurie Zoet '78 Cahoon teaches Skills English in
Sturgis, S.D.
Bruce Herman '78 is a financial analyst with Ford
Motor Credit Co.
Marcia Vanden Berg '78 is the assistant director of
admissions at Nazareth College, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kathy Beuker'78 VanDerMeulen is a kindergar-
ten teacher at St. Luke's Nursery School in Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Noel Wing '78 is the instrumental music teacher at
Mayfield, N.Y. Central School.
Keith Cahoon '79 is a high school and junior high
school choral director in Sturgis, S.D. He coaches
girls' basketball.
Martha Carson '79 is an accountant in the explora-
tion and production department of Shell Oil Co.
David Kammeraad '79 is purchasing manager for
Randy Disselkoen, Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Lenora Parish '79 is a registered representative of
the New York Stock Exchange, employed by Reich
and Tang, Inc. and currently selling the firm's
money market fund.
Sue Van Skiver '79 Wing is a second grade teacher
at Mt. Carmel School in Gloversville, N.Y.
1980
Barbara Allen '80 is teaching math and sponsoring
the varsity pompon squad at East Kentwood High
School, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kris Bennett '80 is teaching first grade in the Hud-
sonville, Mich, public schools.
Taylor Holbrook '80 is serving the United Urban
Ministries in Troy, N.Y. as a member of the AIM
program of the Reformed Church in America.
Douglas VanDerMeulen '80 is attending dental
school at the University of Michigan.
Jim Van Heest '80 is administrative assistant to
Michigan State Senator Phil Arthurhultz.
career corner
The Alumni Office provides "Career
Corner," a want ad service for alumni seeking
employment and for alumni seeking em-
ployees. Ads are printed anonymously and
without charge in "News from Hope College"
Alumni employers with job openings are
invited to submit ads (50 words maximum)
describing their personnel needs. Alumni
vyho feel they qualify for the job may respond
to the AlumnLOffice, referring to the add by
number.
OR—
Alumni who are seeking permanent jobs
may submit ads (50 words maximum) describ-
ing the type of employment they're seeking
and their qualifications. Prospective em-
ployers may respond to the Alumni Office,
referring to the ads by number.
After supplying your name, address and
phone number to individuals who inquire into
your ad, the Alumni Office plso notifies you
by mail that an inquiry has been made. From
there, you're on your own!
101- '66 graduate, Math major, '67 MBA, U of M., C.P.A.
experienced in auditing, management consulting, control-
lership functions, and management. Looking for financial
management position in a progressive company. Willing
to relocate, particularly to Western Michigan area.
102 1970 Grad. -Business Administration: Ten years ad-
ministrative, supervisory, management experience in
non-profit corporations and small business. Demon-
strated leadership abilities, people oriented, skilled in
organizing, works well with finances and statistics, excel-
lent in human and public relations. Interested in career
with established business. Prefer S.W. Michigan, will
consider good opportunities elsewhere.
I am job hunting and would like to have the following want ad
appear in the next Hope, College publication:








(Women should include maiden names)- Phone ( -Class year_
-State. -Zip Code_










Hugh E. Bartels, Zeeland, Mich. Erik Jul, Washington, D.C.
William 74 and Mrs. Pekich, William Thomas, )r.,
Jan. 5, 1980, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Eric 70 and Rebecca Ratering, Kurt Holland, Dec. 4,
1979, Greenlake, Wise.
Rick 76 and Susan Boers 76 Smith, Daniel Todd,
July 18, 1980, Zeeland, Mich.
Carl and Rhonda Driesenga 77 Staat, Staci Lea, June
24, 1980, Holland, Mich.
Peter 70 and Karen Struck, Susan Joy, July 16,
1980, Richton Park, 111.
G. John '68 an,d Janet Tysse, James Edward, Nov. 20,
Dwight Slater 76, M.D., Junel, 1980, Wayne State
Medical School
John Sinclair 75, D.D.S., University of Michigan
Suzanne Champagne 77 TeBeest, M.S.W., April,
1980, Western Michigan University
Correction: David Alexander 73 did not receive the
M.Div. degree from New Brunswick Theological
Seminary.
Magna Cum Laude
vmt Brett A. Fisk, Parchment, Mich.
1979, Arlington, Va.. , , ..... et — .
Gary 71 and Dorinda Kelsey 72 Van Kempen, Craig
marriages
Virginia Ferguson, Palo Alto, Calif.
Joseph Van Ark, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
I Rebecca Ver Hoeven, Hudsonville, Mich.
Douglas, Jan. 2, 1980
Derek and Pamela Beane 78 Van Volkenburgh, Ann
Emily, July 28, 1980, Richmond, Ind.
Jerry and Mary Richards '69 Watson, Cheryl Anne,
Dec. 21, 1979, Jenkinstown, Pa.
Cum Laude
John Beuker, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Lynn M. David, Flint, Mich.
Christopher Goldschmidt, Columbus, Ohio
John Hakken, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Paul Knoll, Holland, Mich.
Mark Leonard, Wyckoff, N.J.
Steve Lightweis, Wyckoff, N.J.
Sonja Ann Olsen, Muskegon, Mich.




CORRECTION: Frank and Lois Walvoord 74 Wat-
son, Jonathan Theodore, April 8, 1980, Marion,
N.Y.
James 74 and Ilene Crysler 76 Bosscher, Benjamin
James, Feb. 21, 1980, Honolulu, Hi.
The Rev. C. David 72 and Diane Buchanan, Lori
Ann, Aug. 14, 1980, Schuylerville, N.Y.
Mr. and Patricia Russell 76 Dignum, Rebecca Ann,
Jan. 18, 1980, Fruitpon, Mich.
Anthony and Judith O'Keefe 74 Drake, Juliet Ann,
Mar. 28, 1980, Peoria, III.
John 71 and Kate Bacon 71 Endersbe, Caroline Ben-
nett, Feb. 19, 1980, Pisa, Italy.
Chris 72 and Janet Mackie 74 Hahn, Erin Elizabeth,
July 28, 1980, Incline Village, Nev.
'7£ r»r\/4 \Al i 1 1 1 a m C ' /Roger 76 and Dorothy Williams 75 Maitland,
m ....... ...  i BH&PRalynne Elizabeth, May 31, 1980, Lawrence, Kan.
Bart 71 and Anne Wildgen 71 Merkle, Harlan Ber-
nard, May 2, 1980
Allen 70 and Patricia DeBoer 71 Pedersen, Scott
William, Nov. 6, 1980, Western Springs, III.
Gerry Frazier 76, M.Ed., Health and Physical Edu-
cation, Trenton State College
Duane Greenwold '69, Ed.D., Aug., 1980, Western
Michigan University
Bruce Herman 78, M.B.A., June, 1980, Stanford
University
Dorothy Hoffman 75, M.A.
Joellen Foster 77 Hoogerwerf, M.A., Blind Re-
habilitation, Aug. ,1980, Western Michigan Univer-
sity
Mark Itsen 77, M.S.W., May, 1980, Rutgers Uni-
versity
Greg Kalmbacher 73, M.A., Linguistics, May,
1979, University of Texas
Elizabeth Kaufman 77, M.S., Chemical Engineer-
ing, Aug., 1980, Iowa State University
Michael Kincheloe 75, M.Div., May, 1980, Gettys-
burg Lutheran Theological Seminary
Mary Kolean 77 Koeppc, M. A., Environmental To-
xicology, Dec., 1979, University of Wisconsin
Mark Lange 76, D.D.S., April, 1980, University of
Michigan
Jan Kamp '51 Lankenau, M.A., Aug. 14, 1980, Ball
State University
Janice Wassenaar 75 Maatman, M.A., May, 1979,
Princeton Theological Seminary
Mary Mouw 72, M.A., Secondary Education, Dec.
22, 1979, Western Michigan University
Donald Scott '68, D.Min., March, 1980, Fuller
Theological Seminary
Edward Seely '63, Ph.D., Michigan State University
David Alexander and Charlene Bos 75, July 19,
1980, Lucas, Mich.
Mark Boelkins 79 and Peggy Jo Matthews, Aug.'S,
1980, Muskegon, Mich.
David Cochrane 77 and Janet Poland, Aug. 15, 1980,
Southfield, Mich.
Brian Cote '80 and Sally Boers '80, Aug. 23, 1980,
Holland, Mich.
Haim Doar and Sherrill Vickers 77, April 12, 1980,
New York, N.Y.
Albert Douglas and Ellen Ziegler 77, Aug. 3, 1980,
Los Alamos, N.M.
Edward Heneveld '68 and Laura Larson, June 27,
1980, Squaw Valley, Calif.
Douglas Irons 77 and Karyn Suhr, July 5, 1980,
Schenectady, N.Y.
John Kleinert 77 and Karen Wortley 79, June 28,
1980, Lansing, Mich.
Robert Lamer 74 and Mary Beth Allen, 79, July 12,
1980, Naperville, 111.
Randall Lohman 79 and Kari Bearss '80, June 7,
1980, Shelby, Mich.
James McElheny '80 and Vicki Millard '80, May 31,
1980, Paw Paw, Mich.
Andrew Nedrpass 77 and Judith Brown, Aug. 23,
1980.
James Nordhoff '52 and Margaret Camp, July 12,
1980, Niles, Mich.
Michael Northuis '81 and Rebecca Estler '80, Aug.
16, 1980, Dover, N.J.
David Poole and Cindy McOwen 79, June 21, 1980,
Flint, Mich.
David Rice and Betsy Decker 76, May 31, 1980,
Colorado Springs, Co.
Robert Schafer and Lucinda Hoffman 79, June 28,
1980, Norton Shores, Mich.
Timothy Shepard '80 and Leslie Datema, July 18,
1980, Holland, Mich.
Glenn Shoup and Jennifer Elliott '80, Oct. 11, 1980,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Jeffrey Smith 78 and Christine Van Raalte, Aug. 16,
1980, Saugatuck, Mich.
Brian Stauffer 78 and Shelley Driesenga 79, June
18, 1980, Holland, Mich.
Young & Old Alike
Love Hope College
Basketball
Cheer the Flying Dutchmen to victory this season in the comfort of a reserved
Holland Civic Center seat
Coach Glenn Van Wieren’s Dutchmen will be M1AA title contenders this season
as the nucleus of last year’s 16-6 team returns.
TEN HOME GAMES
Save 50% over the single game price of a reserved seat by buying a season
ticket for $20. (Single game reserved seat tickets will cost $3).
Enclosed is $-
Choice mid-court seats available


























William Terkeurst '80 and Lori Anderson '80, Aug.
2, 1980, Holland, Mich.
John Torres and Rebecca Nielson 75, Aug. 9, 1980,
Elkhart, Ind.
Robert Torresen, Jr. 79 and Julie Carlston 79, July
12, 1980, Muskegon, Mich.
Paul Toth 78 and Patricia K. Muyskens 76, Dec. 22,
1978, Holland, Mich.
Douglas VanDerMeulen '80 and Katherine Beuker
78, Aug. 9, 1980, Bloomfield, Mich.
Randall Vander Veen 75 and Carol Weber, June 21,
1980.
Steve VanDop 79 and Susan Weener '81, Aug. 23,
1980, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Stephen Van Wylen 77 and Kathy VanderWoude,
July 5, 1980, McBain, Mich.
Gregory Zinn and Pamela Gates 75, Aug. 16, 1980.
Sorosites Celebrate
75th Anniversary
Attention Sorosite alumni! This year the
Sigma Sigma sorority is 75 years old and of
course we'd like all of our aluTnni to help us v
celebrate. So we are extending a personal in- i
vitation to each of you to attend the annual
Sigma Sigma homecoming luncheon on Oct.
25. The Yost of the luncheon is $5 (to be col-
lected at the door) and will be served at 12 noon
at the Women's Literary Society, corner of
10th and Central, if possible, arrive early, be-
tween 10:45 and 11 a.m., because we know
you'll want time to catch up on all the latest
news!
Traditional homecoming mums (trimmed in
red and white of course ) will be available
againthisyearfor$1.25permum. Ifyou'dlike j
a mum, please indicate this when you reserve a r
place at the luncheon. To make a reservation
just drop a note to: Barb Tacoma, 118 E. 13th
St., Holland, Mi. 49423.
backlogue
100 years ago ----
Oct., 1880 — Who says everyone knew proper
grammar and sentence construction in the old
days? A want ad in Excelsiora, student publica-
tion of Hope Prep School, states that "Mr. J.J.
Hekhuis wishes to engage a young man, to take
care of horses of a religious character." Now
that's a horse of a different color!
Oct. 19, 1880 — The steamer Alpena, bound
from Grand Haven to Chicago, sank during a .
storm. All aboard were lost and for months
following the tragedy, bodies and last messages
from the lost crew members were discovered
on Western Michigan beaches.
Nov. 5, 1880 — Garfield's victory was cele-
brated in Holland with the roar of the cannon,
the roll of the drum, martial music and ad-
dresses by local notables in Centennial Park.
The Republican campaign committee in New
York had expended $10 for postage during the
campaign.
50 years ago ----
Sept., 1930 — The first so-called "vocational-
type" courses were offered at Hope with the
establishment of a new department of business
administration.
Sept., 1930 — President Dimnent succeeded at
last in the abolishment of hazing between the
frosh and sophomore classes. The anchor an-
nounced that from then on there would be "no
mass fights after mass meetings, no pelting of
eggs, soft tomatoes, and old muskmelons.
Neither will anyone be physically endangered
by being thrown in the fish pond in the middle
of October."
Sept., 1930 — The football season opened with
a never-before event : a night game in Albion's
stadium.
Oct. 24, 1930 — An alumni banquet, attended
by over 200, was part of Hope's third annual
Homecoming events.
Oct., 1930 — Coeds took up debate for the first
time on campus.
10 years ago ----
Sept., 1970 — Two faculty trustees joined the ;
Board as voting members. ;
Sept., 1970 — Parietals went into effect which
allowed men students to visit women students
in their rooms as long as the door was open.
Oct. 25, 1970— The Wichers Addition to the
Nykerk Hall of Music was dedicated.
Nov. 22, 1970 — Thirty-two members j)f the j
Chapel Choir traveled to Washington, D.C. to
deaths
continued from page 1
the University of Chicago, Yale University and the
University of Michigan. He was awarded a Ph.D.
from the University of Michigan in 1932.
He served as an instructor in economics at the
University of Michigan from 1928-1930 and at
Central YMCA College, Chicago, from 1933-1934.
He was an instructor in mathematics at Hope from
1931-1932.
In 1935 Yntema began an 11-year career as an
economist and statistician for government agencies
in Washington, D.C., including the National
Recovery Administration, the Federal Emergency
Relief Administration and Work Projects Adminis-
tration, the Advisory Commission to the Council
of National Defense and the Department of Com-
merce.
His government service was interrupted for a few
months in 1939 when he was employed as an
economist for U.S. Steel Co.
In 1946 Yntema returned to his alma mater as
professor and chairman of the department of- eco-
nomics and business administration, a post he filled
until his retirement in 1967. During his 20-year
tenure at Hope, he contributed significantly to the
development of the department's curriculum and
influenced many students who went on to dis-
tinguished careers in business and finance.
Held in high regard by graduate schools of busi-
ness, Yntema aided Hope alumni who desired to
continue their educations in the field.
'He served as a lecturer in economics for the
University of Michigan Extension service. Grand
Rapids, from 1948-1950. '
He was director of two research projects for the
Legislature of the State of Michigan conducted at
Hope College between 1955-1959.
He is the author of numerous articles and is a
member of the American Economic Association, the
American Statistical Association, the Conference of
Research in Income and Wealth and the Michigan
Academy of Science, Arts, and Letters.
In 1977 the Hope Distinguished Alumni Award
was given to Yntema in recognition of his longtime
and valuable service to Hope.
He was the member of a distinguished Hope
family. His father, the late Douwe Yntema, was a
pioneer in the development of the sciences at Hope
as a member of the faculty from 1893-1916. All
six children graduated from Hope and all went on to
earn advanced degrees.
Surviving are his wife, Cynthia ; a son David ; a
daughter-in-law, Peggy Fischrupp; a sister, Clara
Yntema '16; and two brothers, Theodore '21 and
Chester '26.
Prof. Kleis was professor of physics at Hope Col-
lege for 43 years, retiring in 1964. He also served
for many years as chairman of the physics depart-
ment.
KleiS, who held a master's degree from the
University' of Michigan, comprised a one-man
physics department until 1948 when Harry Frissel
joined the faculty. Also that year the department
began offering a ipajors program (prior to that time,
only a physics minor was available).
Kleis was a tireless, behind-the-scenes worker
for a variety of Hope eyents, including commence-
ment, ticket distribution at athletic events and fund-
raising. He was the Holland-area director of the
fund-raising campaign for the 1941 Science Building
HOPE COLLEGE CALUNG
Hope College alumni and friends will be manning telephones this fall seeking
support for the 1980-81 Anual Fund.
Your support is needed if the Annual Fund is to achieve its goal.
Phonathon areas will include:
Oct. 27 - Kalamazoo - 74 Steve & 75 Jean Norden; Ed Martin '54
Nov. 3 - Rochester/Buffalo - Bill Cook '66; Muskegon - John Schrier '55
Nov. 5 - Albany/Schenectady - '69 Chris & 70 Don Kazen; Detroit - 68 Mary & '68 Bob Schroeder
Nov. 6 - New Jersey - Bruce Hoffman '61; Ann Arbor - Marcia Knapp 67
Nov. 10 - Philadelphia/Pennsylvania - Carl Kleis '54; Texas - Gwynee Vanderwall 70
Nov. 1 1 - San Francisco - Roger Kleinheksel '60
Nov. 1 3 - Los Angeles/Orange County - William Welmers '36: Chris Lohman 73; Grand Haven -
'67 Rich & '69 Sue Kuiper
Nov. 1 7 and 1 8 - Grand Rapids/Grandville/Hudsonville - Marty Snoap 72; Dale Rice 74;
Glenn Lowe 71; Bill Boersma 75
Nov. 20 - Chicago - Dirk Van Beek '66; J.C. Huizenga 73; Lansing - 70 Jill & 70
Harry Rumohr
Nov. 24 and 25 - Holland/Zeeland - Warren Berens 77; Terry Hofmeyer '62
Dec. 1 and 2 - Holland/Zeeland - Mary Elhart Kraai 77; Randall Baar '57
There will also be alumni-led phonathons this fall in Indianapolis/Indiana (Russell Kray 49);
Washington D.C./Vrrginia (Warren W. Kane '57); Massachusetts/Connecdcut/New Hampshire
and was also involved in raising money for the
Physics-Math Building which opened in 1963. Kleis
Lecture Hall, located in the Physics-Math Building,
is named in his honor.
In the classroom, Kleis made extensive use of
demonstrations, many of which are still used by the
physics department today, according to Prof. Frissel.
Among his survivors are two sons, Paul '48 and
Carl '54; and two daughters, Myra Berry '45 and
Glennyce Russcher '56. His wife, Gladys
Kronemeyer, preceded him in death in 1974.
Lilliam Schmid Pool '27 died in Lincoln Park,
N.J. in May, 1980. A memorial service was held in
Union Gty, N.J.
Among her survivors are her husband, Gerard
'26; and two sons, Nick '56 and Thomas '64.
Peter S. Boter '35 died on Sept. 16, 1980, in Hol-
land, Mich.
He practiced law in Holland for 40 years following
his graduation from the University of Michigan Law
School.
Among his survivors are his wife, Eleanore; a son,
Dan ; and two sisters, Margaret Phillips '31 and Alice
Schowalter '33.
Betty Stegenga 26Steketee died on Aug. 4, 1980 in
Vista, Calif.
She is survived by her husband, George '26; two
sons, Robert and Franklin; and three sisters, Esther
Klaasen, Dorothy Groenevelt, and Marian
Groenevelt '38.
Rhea Ottman '17 Brower of Chula Vista, Califor-
nia died in Holland, Mich, on Sept. 22, 1980.
She had been a school teacher in Grand Rapids,
Mich. More recently she bought and renovated old
homes in Grand Rapids and Santa Monica, Calif.
Among her survivors are two sons, Jack and
Roland; and a daughter, Joyce Wescott.
Gerald H. Vander Beek '33 died on Sept. 23,
1980 in Grand Rapids, Mich.
He had been Ottawa County, Mich. Sheriff from
1948 until 1958. Prior to his retirement in 1975 he
worked for Lear Siegler in Holland, Mich.
Among his survivors are his wife, Bertha; five
sons, Gerald, James, Buel, Alan, and Paul; three
brothers, Arthur, Herman, and Bernard '34; and a
sister, Alma Miller '40.
Word has been received that Eleanor Casper '55
Hondorp died unexpectedly in Hopewell Junction,
N.Y. on Oct. 1, 1980.
Paul J. Webinga '37 died on Aug. 31, 1980, in
Tallahassee, Fla.
At the time of his death he was the maintenance
supervisor for the Talquin Electric Cooperative Corp.
Among his survivors are his wife, Agatha
Wagenaar '37 Webinga; a son, John 70; and a
daughter, Frances Wiebenga '68.
James T. Klomparens '49, M.D., died in Grand
Rapids, Mich, on Aug. 26, 1980.
He was a graduate of the University of Michigan
Medical School and did his anesthesia residency at
the University-of Minnesota.
He is survived by his wife, Betty Jane Clemons
'46; two sons, Thomas '61 and James; and a sister,
Barbara Carroll '57.
Daisy Zandstra '31 died in Patterson, N.J. on Aug.
10, 1980.
She received the A.M. degree from Columbia
University School of Philosophy and the M.S.L.S.
degree from Columbia University School of Library
Science.
Prior to her retirement in 1970 she was the head
librarian for the Patterson, N.J., public schools.
1960 Vienna group on top-of Grossglockner mountain
25th Anniversary
Vienna Summer School Tour
for Alumni and Friends
Dr. Paul Fried, Director of International Education, announces plans to
celebrate the silver anniversary of the Hope College Summer School in Vienna,
Austria with two special programs for alumni and friends next summer.
Since 1 956 over 1 ,000 students from Hope and other colleges have par-
ticipated in the Vienna program. All friends of the College are invited to join
Vienna alumni in this program.
VIENNA SEMINAR PROGRAM
June 22-26, 1981
Focus will be on the cultural, social, political and economic dimensions of contem-
porary Europe — in the historic setting of the Austrian capital Seminar sessions will
include joining Hope students enrolled in the Vienna Summer School during some of
their regular classes; meetings with government officials, excursions and receptions, as
well as attendance at musical performances.
Austrian and other European alumni, Hope students in Vienna and other friends
will be invited to the final banquet, which will also mark the end of the first three-
week session of the Vienna Summer School
STUDY TOOK
Through Czechoslovakia, Poland & Hungary
June 28 to July 11, 1981
The week-long seminar in Vienna and environs will be followed by a 1 3-day bus tour
through important parts of Eastern Europe. A variety of excursions and activities high-
lighting the historical and political significance of four important cities should provide
participants with insights not generally available to tour groups.
Because faculty and students of the Hope College Vienna Summer School have
visited all three countries frequently during the past 20 years the college has many
friends in this area who will assist in making this tour a truly memorable event






The movement of tape placed on the rope offer the first hint as to who is
winning the annual freshman-sophomore Pull. For the first hour very little
rope appears to change hands. It becomes more obvious during the second
hour as to which team has the upper hand by the amount of rope behind
the anchor man. Then the final minutes arrive as both teams realize they
must beat the imposed time deadline. This year News from Hope College
photographers captured the action during those final clicks of the clock;
moments of elatiorufor the sophomores, agony for the frosh. The 83rd
annual classic lasted two hours, 20 minutes as the Class of '83 avenged
the indignity of defeat as freshmen. Members of the Class of '84 have time
in their favor as they get another chance next year.
